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This week, I spent three great days touring 
the sprawling halls of IMTS at Chicago’s 
McCormick Place. I dipped into booths of 
all kinds – cutting, welding, automation 
and more. I even made time to visit some 
of the companies that are bringing additive 
manufacturing to a viable level for today’s 
metal fabricators. 

No matter the technology or process 
on display, many of my conversations 
focused on what was happening outside of 
McCormick Place’s massive walls. We talked 
about gains in the job market, consumer 
confidence and global trade. We also 
discussed the uncertainty that Americans 
are feeling during the current election cycle. 

In between conversations – while giving 
my feet a break – I couldn’t help but think 
forward to Fabtech, which is truly the 
premier trade show for our readership. 
Although IMTS is a much bigger show, 
both by the number of exhibitors and the 
number of attendees, Fabtech showcases 
a wider range of sheet metal fabricating 
technologies than any other trade show of 
its kind. 

Fabtech also differentiates itself from 
IMTS as it serves as a reunion of sorts for 
individuals in the fabricating community. 

Every year, thousands upon thousands of 
manufacturing professionals look forward to 
reconnecting with their peers. Competitors 
and complementary companies alike – they 
are all considered friends in fabricating. 

As the team at Shop Floor Lasers compiled 
our special pre-show coverage that can be 
found on page 9, we were reminded of the 
many companies and individuals that we’ll 
have the pleasure to speak with while we’re 
there. We look forward to talking about the 
same topics that were covered at IMTS: the 
job market, consumer confidence and  
global trade. 

We’ll also look forward to talking about the 
end of election cycle. With Fabtech opening 
its doors just eight days after Election Day, 
we’ll be celebrating – or lamenting – the 
results of the election alongside individuals 
that we consider friends. To schedule a 
meeting (or a shoulder to cry on) with  
any of the editors at Techgen Media, feel  
free to send me an email at: 
amiller@techgenmedia.com.

Fabtech or bust!

Abbe Miller
editor-in-chief
amiller@techgenmedia.com

| Editor’s Letter
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NEWS
INDUSTRY Prima Power Makes Appointments

Prima Power Laserdyne announced Corey Hansen (right) as its new regional sales 
manager, covering Central United States, Canada and Mexico. Hansen was previously 
a sales manager for Emerson Electric, responsible for Kato Engineering products for 
the defense, oil and gas, aerospace and power generation industries. The company 
also announced Marcello Di Giandomenico (left) is now supporting the company’s 
sales team in Europe. Prior to joining Laserdyne, Di Giandomenico worked as a 
software testing engineer for CNH Industrial in Torino, Italy.

BLM Announces Headquarters Move
BLM Group USA announced its plan to move into new headquarters in Spring 
2017. The company’s recently constructed, 75,000-sq.-ft. facility more than 
doubles the space of its current facility and allows customers access to explore 
BLM’s products and services. The building will have a product line showroom, an 
expanded training area and a separate demo area for hands-on display of BLM 
technologies. The new headquarters is located in Wixom, Mich.

Mazak Optonics Partners with Fox Machinery 
Mazak Optonics Corp. announced a partnership with Fox Machinery Associates 
as its distributor based in Bridgeport, Pa. Focusing on Mazak’s full line of laser 
cutting systems, Fox will serve manufacturers and job shops in Delaware, 
Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The company is  
third-generation owned with more than 40 years of experience with metal 
fabrication machinery. 
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Cy-Laser Expands Staff, Moves Headquarters
Cy-Laser America LLC named Massimo Denipoti 
(shown) president. Denipoti has many years 
of experience in bringing Italian machine tool 
companies to North America. His other duties 
will include leading the sales management 
team. The company also promoted Geff Smith 
to service and support manager and named 
Melissa Reynolds customer service manager. 
Smith has more than 25 years’ experience in the 
laser industry, including nearly a decade with 
Cy-Laser. The company also shifted its North 
American headquarters to Sterling Heights, 
Mich., from its previous site in Geneva, Ill.

Amada Miyachi Announces Manager, Website
Amada Miyachi America Inc. promoted Mark Boyle to product manager. Boyle 
will be responsible for technical product management of all Amada Miyachi 
product lines, including laser, micro TIG, resistance welding, seam sealing and 
hot bar. He will also continue his responsibilities as laser product engineer 
and oversee the activities of the product engineering team. The company also 
announced that its website has been redesigned for responsiveness to mobile 
devices. The website adapts to any changes in the device’s orientation, screen 
size and operating system.

Bystronic Mexico Opens New Headquarters
Bystronic Mexico celebrated the grand opening of its new Monterrey 
headquarters Sept. 29-30, 2016. The new location is centrally located and has 
two floors with a main office, training area, machine demonstration showroom, 
and spare parts and machine logistics warehouse. In addition to being the 
company’s customer service and spare parts hub, the facility is also home to 
sales and training operations. The showroom is equipped to provide live product 
demonstrations for laser cutting and press brake bending equipment.

Fabtech Hosts 
Educational Programs 
Fabtech 2016 will host several educational programs with notable 
speakers presenting on a variety of industry topics. The lineup is comprised 
of more than 100 sessions, addressing the needs of attendees with basic, 
intermediate and advanced skill levels. The sessions are divided into cutting, 
lasers, finishing, forming and fabricating, lean, welding, management strategies, 
job shop solutions, stamping, automation, additive manufacturing and 
workforce development. The show takes place Nov. 16-18 at the Las Vegas 
Convention Center.
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Alkras Expands 
Laser Offering 
Alkras LLC released new specs and features to its lower cost laser turnkey 
system based on the integration of the company’s lasers with power from 
700 W to 2.5 kW, including a 1.5-kW version, which was not previously 
available. The system includes a gantry of X-Y tables with various cutting 
areas, such as a standard 5-ft.-by-10-ft. table. The laser turnkey system is for 
cutting any metal and many nonmetals. The company says users will be able 
to process cuts as fast as 600 ipm.

Availability of CNC Designs
DesignShop.com, released in July of 2016, provides easier and less expensive 
access to thousands of artwork designs for CNC cutting systems, such as 
laser, plasma and waterjet. This provides small and mid-sized fabrication 
shops with a competitive advantage over larger companies. The company 
offers a large inventory of cut-ready DXF files for CNC designs on its website 
and provides a custom design service that allows shops to work directly with 
an expert CAD designer.

Rofin Expands Production
Rofin expanded its fiber laser production with an additional assembly line 
exclusively for 2-kW fiber laser modules at its factory in Hamburg, Germany. 
The number of assembly workplaces has been increased approximately 
30 percent, improving production capacity and reducing lead times. The 
laser production is more flexible now and prepared for the upcoming 
introduction of the company’s next fiber laser generation with even more 
powerful laser modules.

nLight Ships 1,000 Lasers
nLight Corp. announced the shipment of its 1,000th unit of the alta industrial 
fiber laser. The alta fiber laser platform is designed and manufactured in the 
United States, using the company’s vertically integrated, high-brightness laser 
diode and fiber technologies. The fiber lasers are available at power levels from 
500 W to 4 kW.
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Kern Announces New Laser
Kern Laser Systems’ newest product is the LaserCELL, 
an enclosed Class 1 machine that is CDRH and CE 
compliant to meet the safety requirements set forth 
by U.S. and European safety regulators. The system’s 
motion package provides higher product throughput 
for cutting and engraving applications. The Y axis 
features dual servomotors powering a rack and pinion 
drive setup. The engraving axis features a thick steel 
reinforced belt and dual rails for long bearing lifetime 
and raster imaging capabilities.

To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Abbe Miller at amiller@techgenmedia.com

Experience High Performance 
Innovation at Booth C35069

Innovation is the driver of high performance manufacturing and 
the key to competitive differentiation.  Innovation is at the core of 
all Bystronic solutions.

Introducing ByStar Fiber
Designed for Fiber. Unrivaled for Speed.

Introducing Xpert Press Brake with Automatic 
Tool Changer 
Xpert Press Brake - The Ultimate Bending Experience

Additional Product Demonstrations

•    BySmart Fiber 3015 now with 4kW Fiber Laser –  
Bridging Performance with Lower Investment Costs

•   Xact Smart 160 Press Brake - The Smart Choice in Performance Bending
•  Xpert 40 Press Brake - Profits through Speed and Portability
•  BySoft 7 Software - Make it Easy

Learn more about our innovative financing options.
ByFinances – Turning Dreams into Reality

Bystronic…Your single source solutions partner 
Laser  |  Bending  |  Waterjet

800-247-3332  |  bystronicusa.com

View the ByStar Fiber video
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Fabtech arrives in Las Vegas on 
Nov. 16 and will serve as North 
America’s largest metal forming, 
fabricating, welding and finishing 
event through Nov. 18. This year, 
the event will bring in more 
than 1,300 exhibitors and 28,000 
attendees thanks to its reputation 
as the premier convention for 
showcasing new technology, 
equipment and knowledge 
emerging in the fabrication 
industry. Visitors come to meet 
with world-class suppliers, to see 
the latest industry products and 
developments, and to find the 
tools to improve their fabricating 
operations.

FIBER LASER 
Amada America Inc. presents 
the 9-kW LCG 3015 AJ fiber 
laser with automated material 
handling that enables 
fabricators to gain Process Range Expansion (PRE) by being able to cut a range 
of thicknesses and a variety of materials. Available with the LCG AJ is the new 
CL (Cycle Loader). The CL reduces changeover times and, thereby, provides a 
flexible, cost-effective solution for small lot production. In addition, the CL is 
a modular system that allows fabricators to add a material storage tower for 
attaining lights-out production.

FIBER LASER
Trumpf Inc.’s TruLaser 2030 fiber with 
the 4-kW TruDisk laser enables laser 
processing across a variety of materials 
and thicknesses. With a 60-in.-by-120-in. 
working range, the fiber achieves good 
energy efficiency with minimal space 
requirements. The TruPrint 1000 uses a laser and metallic powder with grain 
sizes as small as 20 microns to build components layer by layer, based on data 
supplied by a CAD program. It is for complex parts, such as those with internal 
channels, with a maximum 100 mm in diameter and 100 mm in height.

Trumpf Inc. Booth No. C35041

Booth No. C29037Amada America Inc.
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FIBER LASER 
Bystronic introduces the new ByStar Fiber 
laser. Down to the smallest detail, it was 
designed 100 percent for fiber laser cutting. 
With linear motors and an innovative 
triangle cutting bridge design, it’s capable 
of unprecedented speeds and machine acceleration dynamics while maintaining 
high part accuracy. Thin to thick cutting, seamless automation solutions, 
intelligent sensor technology and integration into modern software systems are all 
possible. The ByVision Cutting control interface, with 22-in. HD touch screen and 
software-driven menu selections make it easy to learn and operate.

LASER WELDING & CUTTING
IPG Photonics Corp. highlights three systems that 
demonstrate the FLW‐30 wobble head for welding 
of dissimilar metals and those prone to cracking. The 
Automated Laser Processing System has a 6‐axis robot 
that will demonstrate stainless steel to copper welding. A 
larger 8‐axis robotic system will show 3‐D part welding, 
while a multi‐axis workstation will demonstrate precision 
cutting and welding. The LaserCube is a 4-ft.-by-4-ft. 
flatbed cutter for cutting small parts. Configurable with fiber lasers from 500 
W up to 4 kW, the system is capable of cutting steel, aluminum and highly 
reflective alloys.

FIBER LASER  
Murata Machinery USA Inc.’s 
Muratec LS3015FC fiber laser provides 
precise cutting capabilities, ensuring that 
part one and part 1,000 are the same 
dimensions. The proprietary technology 
integrates hardware and software to 
create a system that offers  
a high level of quality, reliability  
and productivity.

Booth No. C35069

Booth No. N551

Booth No. C31085Bystronic Inc.

IPG Photonics Corp.

Murata Machinery USA Inc.

PLASMA CUTTER  
Hypertherm Inc. announces the Powermax45 
XP plasma cutter. Delivering 6.5 kW of output 
power, the cutter can cleanly cut material up to 
16 mm thick and sever material nearly twice that 
thickness. The system comes with the Duramax 
Lock torch, which has a torch disable switch 
for quick replacement of consumables; a FastConnect torch to quickly switch 
between different torches; and Smart Sense technology that automatically 
adjusts gas pressure and flow for optimal performance.

Booth No. C27069 and N3724Hypertherm Inc.
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FIBER LASER  
Cincinnati Inc.’s CL-960 fiber 
laser, with a 6-kW power 
source, leverages air assist 
cutting technology to further 
reduce production costs. The laser features 5-ft.-by-10-ft. dual pallets, LaserMech 
Fibercut laser cutting head, linear drive motors, HMI control, nesting software, 
automation interface and dynamic power control.

FIBER LASER  
Whitney, a MegaFab company, 
announces its 12-kW fiber PlateLaser. 
The high-power laser is available in 
three sizes, including 1.5 m by 3.0 m, 
2.0 m by 4.0 m and 3.0 m by 6.0 m. It is 
available in power levels ranging from 
2 kW to 12 kW.

FIBER LASER  
MC Machinery Systems Inc.’s eX-F 
Series fiber laser combines the 
construction of the eX series 
CO2 lasers and fiber to allow for 
faster medium- and thick-plate 
processing times. The 6030 XLF 
fiber laser with 6 kW features Zoom 
Fiber technology and encompasses 
a 58-ft.-by-22-ft. footprint. It is 
good for large parts manufacturing, 
but it can also be utilized to replace smaller standalone machines due to the 
productivity gains achievable by the large work area.

Booth No. C31102

Booth No. C33069

Booth No. C39033

Cincinnati Inc.

Whitney, a MegaFab company

MC Machinery Systems Inc.
PLASMA CUTTING 
The Lincoln Electric 
Co. announces the 
Torchmate 4400|4800 CNC 
plasma cutting system for 
growing fabrication shops 
and other small businesses 
that want to integrate cutting 
into their operations. The 4400, a 4-ft.-by-4-ft. CNC plasma cutting table, is for 
users seeking a small table that offers built-in, production-grade components 
and fits into any small to medium-sized fabrication shop. The 4800, a 4-ft.-by-8-ft. 
CNC plasma cutting table, offers a larger cutting area that allows users to avoid 
additional shearing fees from steel suppliers.

Booth No. C29047 and N5200The Lincoln Electric Co.
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LASER WELDING HEAD
Laser Mechanisms offers the FiberWeld HR 
processing head for welding applications 
with medium- to high-power fiber coupled 
lasers. The system can be configured 
with straight or right-angle fiber input 
camera viewing, wire feed, air knife, weld 
monitoring, and twin spot and rectangular 
focusing optics. It consists of the welding 
head, fiber collimators from 100 mm to 200 mm, focusing lenses from 200 mm 
to 1,000 mm and internal optics monitoring. The head has a clear aperture of 48 
mm and works with fiber-delivered laser systems up to 30 kW.

FIBER LASER  
The LVD Strippit Phoenix FL 6-kW fiber 
laser system features a welded steel frame 
construction that minimizes deformation 
caused by high acceleration. Powered 
by a high-efficiency, solid-state doped 
fiber laser source, the laser provides 
processing of a range of material types and 
thicknesses. A lightweight, high-rigidity beam delivery system allows for highly 
dynamic processing, and a Touch-L touch-screen control with graphical user 
interface makes the system easy to operate.

LASER METER  
Ophir Photonics announces Helios, a compact 
laser power meter for measuring high-power 
lasers in industrial processing applications. It 
measures high-power solid-state lasers with 
powers from 100 W to 12 kW and energies from 
10 J to 10 kJ, and has a high damage threshold 
of more than 6 kW per cm2, a 2-sec. response 
time and a short 10-sec. wait between pulse measurements. For integration into 
industrial automation networks, the power meter communicates via Profinet 
industrial Ethernet and RS232 serial communications.

Booth No. N4122

Booth No. C31079

Booth No. C23096
Laser Mechanisms

LVD Strippit

Ophir Photonics

LASER TUBE 
CUTTERS  
BLM Group USA’s LC5 is a tube and sheet 
laser machine that can be equipped with 
a CO2 laser source with 4.5-kW power or 
a fiber laser source with up to 5 kW of power. The LT-Free is a 5-axis fiber laser 
for cutting 3-D formed or shaped parts such as bent tubes. The E-Turn 32 tube 
bender can handle tube up to 1.18 in. in diameter. The 4-Runner tube bender 
and end-forming machine can be configured as a dedicated tube bender or a 
complete process.

Booth No. N6300BLM Group USA
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LASER WELDING  
LaserStar Technologies Corp.’s laser 
welding systems are for a range of 
metal joining, complex assembly, 
automation and repair applications 
for manufacturers that process large 
or small part quantities. The systems 
reduce cycle times, produce precision 
parts and achieve increased productivity 
while lowering cost per unit. Common 
industry applications include spot welding, seam welding, mold repair welding, 
micro welding and battery welding in the medical device, computer, aerospace, 
electronics and automotive industries.

MAGNETIC TOOLING  
Industrial Magnetics Inc. showcases Transporter 
LP magnetic end-of-arm tooling for magnetically 
transferring metal blanks, stampings and parts 
in automated station-to-station, press-to-press 
transfer and robotic pick-and-place applications. 
Rare Earth magnets positively hold the parts during transfer and offer options for 
pick-up points on stamped, perforated and odd-shaped parts. Available in five 
configurations, the magnets are for applications in the appliance, automotive 
and office furniture industries as well as other material handling applications.

LASER LENSES  
American Photonics offers replacement ZnSe 
meniscus lenses for Trumpf laser systems. Meniscus 
lenses are primarily for focusing to small spot sizes 
or collimation applications. Because of the spherical 
nature of a standard lens, spherical aberrations cause 
parallel rays at different distances from the optic 
axis to not converge at the same point. This is why 
meniscus lenses perform better than plano-convex 
lenses. They provide a better spot size with much 
tighter focus.

Booth No. N5729

Booth No. C19034 

Booth No. C22026

LaserStar Technologies Corp.

Industrial Magnetics Inc.

American Photonics

TUBE LASER 
Mazak Optonics Corp.’s VCL-T100 
tube production laser is for low- 
to mid-volume tube components 
up to 4 in. round, 3 in. square and 
standard lengths up to 12 ft. (24 
ft. optional). It also cuts flat sheet 
up to 20 in. by 24 in. and 1/4 in. thick. The machine utilizes direct-diode laser 
technology, which is the next generation of solid-state laser, and offers good 
performance when cutting aluminum. It includes a fiber delivery system and a 
generator that offer efficient operation.

Booth No. C31068Mazak Optonics Corp.
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LASER WELDING 
Blackbird Robotics’ intelliScan FT, with a 30-mm 
aperture, is for welding 2-D applications and 
integration into robot and gantry systems. The scan 
system is for welding flat components and handles 
laser powers up to 8 kW. The scan head’s compact 
design and optionally straight or angled collimator 
implementations facilitate straightforward integration 
in equipment where space is tight. At the system’s 
core are galvanometer drives with mirrors specially 
optimized for welding applications. 

LASER CUTTING & ENGRAVING
Kern Laser Systems’ HSE Laser System is 
the flagship model in Kern’s product 
lineup. A wrap around gantry traverses 
over the cutting bed allowing for 
finished parts to be easily removed at 
all sides of the machine. The moving 
gantry features high-speed servo 
motors and a flying optics beam 
delivery providing consistent beam power and quality over the entire work area 
plus the capability of etching at speeds of up to 150 in. per second.

BEVEL LASER CUTTING 
OSAI USA announces OpenCut for 2-D and 3-D 
bevel laser cutting. The system offers numerical 
controls that match the most common CAD 
systems. It is a complete modular solution, 
customizable according to an OEM’s needs. The 
OpenCut HMI and CAM software has predefined 
icon libraries and automatic nesting of different 
profiles. The integrated technological tables are made up of 10 piercing lines and 
10 cutting lines for each material and thickness.

Booth No. N1136

Booth No. C49073

Booth No. C47103
Blackbird Robotics

Kern Laser Systems

OSAI USA

CNC CUTTING 
Praxair Inc.’s ProStar PRS900 robotic 
cutting system can help customers 
lower equipment investment, 
cut labor expenses and minimize 
operating costs, all while improving 
product quality and productivity. 
The system’s modular design allows 
operators to use one machine to cut structural tube and beam as well as 2-D 
plate and domes. A web-based operator interface allows the cutting system 
to perform 3-D movement and create, share and acquire evolving cutting 
parameters online for flexibility.

Booth No. N3318Praxair Inc.
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PLASMA CUTTING
Messer Cutting Systems Inc. highlights the MetalMaster Xcel 
plasma cutting machine, which performs HPR400XD 
plasma bevel cutting and Telesis Pinstamp marking and also features a fiber laser 
cutting head and digital camera. The 
MetalMaster 2.0 has traverse speeds 
of 3,000 ipm, a robust design and high 
acceleration drives. The 5-ft.-by-10-ft. 
unitized cutting machine and table 
features a Powermax125 plasma torch for 
straight plasma cutting.

FIBER LENSES
Mate Precision Tooling continues to 
expand its laser optics offerings with 
the introduction of 1 Micron Optics for 
fiber lasers. These fused silica lenses 
and mirrors feature a superior coating 
and low absorption. The products are 
approved for use in leading brand  
fiber lasers.

HOOKS & RACKS
Mighty Hook features its line of standard hooks 
and racks, the Angle Pivot tooling system and 
custom material handling carts. The Angle Pivot 
automatically rotates parts or racks mechanically 
on inclines and declines, which allows for close 
spacing and maximum parts or racks to be 
coated. The tooling can increase throughput 
capacity by 20 to 50 percent. Beyond the standard products offered, custom 
material handling carts and custom hanging solutions are also available. 

Booth No. C33085 

Booth No. C39069

Booth No. C47030
Messer Cutting Systems Inc.

Mate Precision Tooling 

Mighty Hook

TUBE & PIPE MFG
Ohio Laser offers contract manufacturing 
capabilities with a variety of machines. 
With the Trumpf Tube 7 pipe laser 
machines, the company provides tube 
and pipe contract cutting, offering 5/8-in. 
to 10-in. OD cutting configurations. The 
company recently installed the Trumpf 
TruLaser Tube 5000 and 3030 4-kW fiber laser to maximize response time. 
The company also added Arku’s FlatMaster 55 hydraulic precision leveler for 
flattening of parts. 

Booth No. C43023Ohio Laser
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INSPECTION & MATERIAL ANALYZER
Olympus Corp.’s Iplex NX industrial videoscope helps 
locate flaws in hard-to-access spaces, such as the 
interior of gas turbines. It combines a high-pixel CCD 
chip, an ultra-bright laser diode light system and 
PulsarPic processor to reduce signal noise and deliver 
images. The Vanta handheld X-ray fluorescence 
analyzer delivers accurate elemental identification 
in harsh industrial environments and quantification 
for a variety of materials in 1 or 2 sec. The analyzer is for positive material 
identification, scrap recycling and mining.

DUST COLLECTOR
Clarcor Industrial Air’s DustHog Plug-n-Play 
cartridge dust collector provides a clean air solution 
for manufacturing processes, including welding, 
robotic weld cells, and plasma and laser cutting. 
It is powered with the ProTura DH nanofiber filter 
media, which is capable of capturing respirable, 
submicron particulates. The filters feature surface 
loading technology that reduces compressed air 
consumption during filter cleaning. 

TUBE & PIPE CUTTING
HGG Profiling Equipment’s 3-D Tube Cutting Line (TCL) combines a pipe and 
3-D tube and pipe cutting machine with an automated fabrication line with 
multiple out-feed stations. HGG’s 
chuck-style machine design keeps 
the torch in a fixed position while the 
TCL line automatically moves material 
and finished parts, and at different 
lengths, through designated out-feed 
stations, from stock pipe to batches of 
ready-to-fit parts.

Booth No. N3715

Booth No. C22073

Booth No. N6125

Olympus Corp.

Clarcor Industrial Air

HGG Profiling Equipment

LIFTING MAGNETS
Eriez SafeHold permanent lifting magnets 
can lift and transfer steel and iron without 
slings, hooks or cables. They are available in 
several models and with lifting capacities up 
to 10,000 lbs. The APL series is for handling 
steel where access is limited. The EPL series 
can carry semi-finished products such as machine parts, press molds and steel 
plates. The MPL series handles round and flat materials and has a motorized 
actuator. The RPL series has a two-pole design and can also handle round and 
flat materials.

Booth No. C20019Eriez
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MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE
Smartware Group Inc.’s Bigfoot mobile app for iOS 
and Android devices allows users to access core 
CMMS functionality through their smartphones 
and tablets. Through an intuitive interface, users 
can seamlessly navigate parts, work orders and 
assets using the app’s QR code or swipe gesture 
functionality. The built-in camera integration 
provides the ability to upload and associate 
images to assets, work orders and parts. Also, 
Bigfoot CMMS Enterprise/Enterprise+ 1.7 is the 
newest version of the CMMS cloud-based asset 
and equipment management software.

PLASMA CUTTING 
Soitaab USA’s Plasma Red cutting system 
features dual-side drives that maintain 
position accuracy and cut tolerances, while 
the standalone table offers the flexibility 
of a downdraft or water table design. The 
compact bevel head is for use on the smallest plasma table without a heavy 
and wide gantry frame. The plasma torch comes with breakaway anti-collision 
capability and touch sensing arc voltage height control and ohmic sensing for 
thin materials. 

Booth No. C21100

Booth No. C51093

Smartware Group Inc.

Soitaab USA

form 
knowledge

finish 
strong

weld 
relationships

fabricate 
solutions 

CONNECT WITH US!

November 16–18, 2016
Las Vegas, NV
fabtechexpo.com

FABTECH 2016 will provide the strategies and insight needed to hone  
your competitive edge for improved quality, productivity and profitability.  
Come to broaden your perspective and experience the future of 
manufacturing through live product demonstrations, top-notch  
education programs and networking opportunities. You’ll discover  
the tools for solving today’s challenges and sharpen your  
skills to take on tomorrow. 

Visit fabtechexpo.com for complete  
details. Register now!

http://www.bigfootcmms.com/product/bigfoot-cmms/mobility/
http://www.soitaabusa.com/index.html
http://www.fabtechexpo.com/


by Susan Woods, 
managing editor

QUALITY

EDGE
New technologies achieve 

superior laser cutting 
edge quality, eliminating 

secondary operations



T oday’s lasers can cut sheet 
metal, even thick plate, 
and achieve high-quality 
edges, meaning secondary 

deburring operations are not required. 
“Laser cutting has replaced many 
punching and plasma operations 
because of that far superior edge 
quality,” says Dustin Diehl, laser 
product manager, Amada America Inc.
 
In the mode
Fiber lasers produce edges in thinner 
material very similar to the high-
quality edges CO2 lasers produce, but 
as material thickness increases, edge 
quality can decline.

A newer technology, however, changes 
the beam properties of the fiber 
laser, allowing it to cut thick material 
with the same high-quality edges as 

CO2. And that technology has to do 
with the purity of the beam delivery 
system.

One of the benefits of a fiber laser is 
it has a TEM 00 beam mode that has 
very high spot density so all of the 
power is focused into a very small 
area. This allows fiber lasers to cut 
material at high speeds. But while the 
small beam diameter can evaporate 
the material out of the cut in thin 
material, in thick plate that beam 
doesn’t provide enough room to allow 
that material to be removed.

Amada’s ENSIS fiber laser technology 
changes the beam mode to efficiently 
process thin-to-thick materials 
without additional machine setup. 
The technology uses a variable beam 
control unit that allows the mode 

“This technology allows us to 
duplicate the high-quality edges 

CO2 lasers produce on thick 
material with a fiber laser.”

Dustin Diehl, laser product manager, Amada America Inc.

Amada’s ENSIS 
technology allows a 
2-kW fiber laser to cut 
thick material.
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“Amada is showing you don’t need 
all that power for good edge quality,” 
Diehl says. “Those higher wattages 
run at a higher cost of operation and a 
larger initial investment. We’re cutting 
1-in. plate on a 2-kW laser, and we’re 
getting a great edge quality.”

Other technologies, on both CO2 and 
fiber lasers, are available to produce 
high-quality edges. Improved cutting 
times and repeatable edge quality 
are possible through Amada’s process 
monitoring capabilities.
 
Good pierce
A laser can’t attain good edge quality 
without a good pierce. With pierce 
monitoring, the laser only starts 
cutting after detecting the beam has 
pierced through the material.

“There are different pierce routines per 
the application,” Diehl says. “In 1/4-in. 
and thinner material, no technique is 
involved. You just bring the cutting 
head down to the material, blast a hole 
through it and start to cut.”

But a different technique is needed 
with thick material. “You need to allow 

some of that material to be removed 
as you are ramping up power,” Diehl 
says. Amada has pierce routines with 
the desired height much further above 
the material before starting the drilling 
or pecking process. Different amounts 
of power are introduced as the head 
is coming down to the desired cut 
height. By the time it gets to the 
desired height, there is enough of a 
hole to make one clean out blast and 
then start cutting. All of this is done in 
a matter of seconds.

A side blow feature causes the molten 
material on top of the plate, which can 
affect edge quality, to be removed as 
the beam is coming down and creating 
the hole. Also, a quick blast of oil may 
be used. This allows any of the molten 
material to bead up and then the side 
blow feature moves those beads away 
from the nozzle so it doesn’t become 
contaminated and affect edge quality.
 
Cut monitor
Cut process monitoring is another 
feature “that detects if the laser 
machine is starting to struggle when 
cutting,” Diehl says. This feature 
provides good edge quality through 

A 1-in.-thick 
part cut on 
Amada’s ENSIS 
3015 AJ fiber 
laser cutter.

to change from a TEM 00 to the TEM 
01* mode that provides a wider, flatter 
beam distribution, which provides 
good edge quality in material 1/4 in. 
and thicker. This is done with Amada’s 
own fiber engine design. 

“With this technology, we have the 
ability to truly change that mode and 
open up the beam to make it like a CO2 

laser, and that gives us more room to 
remove that material,” Diehl says. “This 
allows us to duplicate the high-quality 
edges CO2 lasers produce on thick 
material with a fiber laser.”

The ENSIS technology also allows a 
2-kW fiber laser to provide 4-kW CO2 
cutting capabilities. This makes it more 
cost effective to cut the thick material. 
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auto-plasma detection, which is used 
when cutting steel and aluminum 
with nitrogen as the assist gas. As the 
laser melts the steel and the nitrogen 
removes the molten material from the 
hole, if the laser is going too fast or the 
focus is off, the nitrogen and molten 
material create a plasma.

“You’ll start to get sort of a blue 
plasma plume on top of the material,” 
Diehl says. “When that is detected, the 
machine slows down, gets through 
that difficult spot of material and then 
when it stops detecting that plasma, 
it picks back up and resumes cutting 
at the commanded speed, producing 
clean edges.”

To absorb heat generated in thick 
plate cutting, a water-assist cutting 
system (WACS) cools the material 
during laser cutting, allowing thick 
material to be efficiently processed 
and parts to be closely nested. The 
system puts a fine water mist on the 
material during cutting that absorbs 
into it and helps keep it cool. With 
reduced heat buildup, the laser can 
cut closely nested parts increasing 
material utilization and eliminate the 

need of traversing to different areas 
of the material. This heat dissipation 
technique requires extra machine 
travel time.

Cut process monitoring, pierce 
monitoring and WACS work together 
to allow a range of materials to be 
processed without operator setup or 
intervention. 

“With mild steel plate up to 
approximately 1/2 in. or 5/8 in., 
sometimes we’ll just do a side blow 
as we’re doing a quick peck pierce,” 
Diehl says. “Anything above 5/8-in. 
mild steel plate, we’ll definitely use 
the water-assisted cutting, as well. We 
have different levels of techniques and 
technologies to get through the full 
range of cutting up to 1-in. plate.”
 
Gas factors
The nozzle and assist gas also affect 
edge quality. The most common assist 
gases for fiber and CO2 laser cutting 
are oxygen and nitrogen and they 
are selected based on the type of 
material, its thickness and the edge 
quality required. Nitrogen is used with 
stainless steel, aluminum and thinner 

Amada’s ENSIS fiber laser 
technology uses a variable 
beam control unit that 
automatically adjusts the laser 
beam’s properties to process a 
range of material thicknesses.
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Amada’s ENSIS fiber laser 
technology changes the beam 
mode to efficiently process thin 
(0.032-in.; bottom) and thick 
(1.0-in.; top) material.

Amada’s cut process monitoring feature makes adjustments to 
the laser cutter when it detects plasma is present.

mild steels. Oxygen is used with thicker 
mild steels, in most cases. Shop air also 
can be used when cutting thinner mild 
steel and aluminum.

Also for aluminum, Amada offers a gas 
mixer that introduces small amounts of 
oxygen mixed with nitrogen for good 
edge quality and dross-free cutting.

It is best to use a specific nozzle per 
application and, therefore, some 
machines are equipped with automatic 
nozzle changers. “You change nozzles 
per material thickness, and material 
thickness corresponds with the amount 
of pressure you’re going to use to get 
through the material,” Diehl says.

Even within the nozzles, there’s a lot 
of new technology whether it’s with 
a standard single nozzle or a double 
or coaxial nozzle, which has internal 
venturies that help mix the gas around 
the beam and help regulate gas flow, 
Diehl notes.

Also, nitrogen requires a high gas 
flow to cut thick material, so a large-
diameter nozzle is required to attain 
good edge quality.

 
The right edge
The operator himself does have some 
control over edge quality by setting up 
the machine properly and performing 
the basics, such as checking the 
consumables. This includes cleaning 
the lens at the beginning of every 

shift or at least once daily and making 
sure he has a good nozzle and good 
nozzle center. He can also adjust 
power, frequency, duty, gas pressure, 
feed rates and the focal position to try 
and obtain good edge quality. With 
the AMNC 3i control, different user 
levels can be defined. This allows full 
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Amada America Inc.

To absorb heat generated 
in thick plate cutting, 
Amada’s WACS feature 
applies a fine water mist 
on the material during 
laser cutting.

access to more experienced operators 
and limited access to certain features 
of the control to newer or entry-level 
operators.

Edge quality is, of course, subjective. “It 
is up to the end user to find what edge 
quality fits the desired application,” 
Diehl concludes. “If they know the part 
is going to be welded all around and 
don’t mind a little bit of a burr, they 
can speed the laser up and cut a little 
faster. With pushing the machine faster 
and faster, the edge quality is one of 
the first things to be sacrificed.

“Amada provides what we call 
premium edge quality,” he adds. 
“Our machines are going to start at 
the highest level, regardless of if it is 
necessary or not. It is up to the end 
user to decide about the edge quality.”
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Dear Readers: 
In this, the inaugural issue of TPM, we 
begin showcasing the breadth of the tube 
and pipe industry, from their vast usages 
to the equipment and processes that go 
into their manufacture. In our story on 
cutting on page 8, for example, we look 
at a myriad of methods to cut tubes and 
pipes. By no means is this an exhaustive 
list, either in terms of technology types 
or the companies that sell them. It is just 
a sampling. The same can be said for 
the inspection story on page 21. Sorry 
penetrant suppliers, stationary CMM folks, 
portable chop saw makers, and the rest of 
you, there was only so much space. We’ll 
try to include you in the next issue. 

Luckily, the issue you are reading – along 
with a potential 280,000 others – won’t  
be the last. Two issues are already 
scheduled for 2017 – running in the 
May and September issues of FAB Shop 
Magazine Direct, Shop Floor Lasers and 
Welding Productivity.
 
So stayed tuned. At next year’s family 
picnic, I’ll have even more tube and pipe 
examples, no matter what product a 
relative points to.

Celebrating 
Tubes and Pipes
At a recent family reunion, I described 
my excitement over Techgen Media 
Group’s newest publication, Tube and Pipe 
Magazine. Whether my in-laws wanted to 
hear it or not, I made a case that tubes and 
pipes play an everyday role in all of our 
lives: the car that brought us to the park 
and the rolling ice coolers that we brought 
full of food – not to mention the pipelines 
that delivered the gas for the car and the 
heat exchange tubes that helped freeze the 
ice in the coolers. Even the picnic tables 
on which we ate and the canopies that 
provided shade utilized tubes.

One in-law picked up his plastic water 
bottle and said, “how about this?”

Well, first, TPM doesn’t cover plastic 
manufacturing – we are a metalworking 
book, after all – but, still, the answer was 
easy. Most of the plastic in the camp area 
was extruded or injection molded, and 
metal tubes play roles in those processes. 
Okay, perhaps that’s a stretch, but you get 
the gist. Tubes and pipes play a pivotal role 
in many aspects of everyday life. 

Larry Adams
senior editor

ladams@techgenmedia.com
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TUBE OR PIPE: 

IN PLAIN ENGLISH
Understanding the differences between 
these two similar components

by Larry Adams, senior editor



The terms tube and pipe are 
often used interchangeably. 
And, according to the 
specialists at Commerce 

Metals, even experts working in 
related industries don’t actually know 
the difference. After all, as the Dover, 
Minn.-based company explains, “How 
different can hollow cylinders get? 
And, who really cares enough to go 
and look?”

Well I looked, and after running 
through a multitude of explanations 
across the internet universe, I found 
that Commerce Metals explained 
it best and in plain English. Let’s 
hope that the following information, 
culled from its website, clears the 
interchangeability confusion.

Tube
Tube is generally used for structural 
purposes and the outside diameter 
is an important and exact number. 
Tube size is specified by the OD 
and the wall thickness (WT); and 
the measured OD and stated OD 

are generally within close tolerances 
of each other. Tube is usually more 
expensive than pipe due to tighter 
manufacturing tolerances.

Interestingly, while the stated and 
measured ODs of tube are almost 
exact most of the time, copper tube 
generally has a measured OD that 
is 1/8 in. larger than the stated OD. 
As such, maybe it should be called 
copper pipe. However, stainless steel, 
aluminum and steel tube all have 
measured and stated ODs that are 
exact or very close.

Pipe
Pipe is categorized as a tubular vessel 
used in pipeline and piping systems 
and commonly transports gases or 
fluids. Pipe is specified by Nominal 
Pipe Size (NPS) and Schedule (wall 
thickness). NPS is a size standard 
established by the American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) and should 
not be confused with the various 
thread standards such as NPT (National 
Pipe Tapered Thread) and NPSC 
(National Pipe Straight Coupling).

The manufacturing of NPS’ from 1/8 
in. to 12 in. is based on a standardized 
nominal OD that is different from the 
measured OD. NPS pipe that is 14 
in. and up has a measured OD that 
corresponds to the nominal size.

The reason many people, including 
plumbers and engineers, mistakenly 
believe NPS refers to the inner 
diameter on smaller pipe is because 
of how the standard was originally 
defined. The standardized OD was 
originally defined so that a pipe with 
a standardized OD and WT typical of 
the time period would have a pipe ID 
that was approximately equal to the 
nominal size of the pipe. For example, 
3-in. Schedule 40 NPS pipe has an OD 
and WT that roughly gives it an ID of 3 
in. Regardless of the WT, the nominal 
OD of a pipe will not change.

COMMERCE METALS
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CUTTING CORNUCOPIA
by Larry Adams, senior editor

Structural shapes present cutting challenges, 
no matter the cutting medium



A BLM Group laser cutting machine finishes a complex 
tubular part . 

Cutting tubes and pipes 
presents many challenges to 
fabricators such as backstrike, 
heat damage and material 

distortion – and that’s not to mention 
the challenges of cutting a 3-D product 
in a 2-D world. It seems that the nature 
of cutting structural tubes, no matter 
the method, can present difficulties 
that are not seen in the flat sheet metal 
world of fabrication.

In recent years, suppliers of tube cutting 
equipment have seen increased demand 
for cut-to-size and finished tubes and 
pipes across a broad range of industries. 

“People are realizing that there are a lot 
of advantages to building structures 
with tubes as opposed to using heavier 
metals,” says Dave Gilmore, senior 
applications engineer for Trumpf Inc. 
“The automotive industry, for instance, 
is using more tubes because they are 
lightweight and strong. That’s just 

one industry. There are many, many 
others that are utilizing tubes in greater 
numbers.”

As demand grew, Trumpf and other 
equipment suppliers released new 
products to help fabricators produce 
greater volumes of tubes. Equally 
important, these new features helped 
improve quality and reduce waste.

A manual affair
In the past, cutting a tube was a manual 
affair. Chalk was often used to note 
end cuts and to mark needed cutouts. 
Hand torches would remove material, 
and then grinding operations would 
prep the piece so that other pipes and 
components could be welded to it. 
Hopefully, nothing went wrong during 
each step. 

Today, there are many methods of 
cutting tubes and pipes, including 
bandsaws, cut-off saws, laser 
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Part programming makes cutting parts easy and takes the layout out of the hands of 
the machine operator. 

Software can best 
calculate cutting patterns 

to achieve bevels and 
other precision shape 

cutting and reduce error.

cutters, even waterjet machining. 
These machines can handle longer, 
heavier feed stock and can do ever 
more complicated cuts for pre-cut 
components. 

These new machines feature advanced 
clamping and material handling 
equipment as well as cameras, 
sensors and software that more 
accurately position tubes and cutting 
heads for processing. Cutting heads 
have multiple axes and freedom of 
movement to make cuts throughout 
the tube. Laser machines combine 
traditional cutting, drilling, punching 
and milling operations, which are 
normally carried out in sequence, on a 
single machine. One unit, the LC5 from 
the BLM Group USA, combines tube 
and flat sheet production in one device. 

These advancements have led to 
reduced setup times and material 
handling. They’ve also led to less 
“work in progress” inventory and the 
associated storage space, suppliers 
say. However, whether working with 
24-ft.-long tube stock or cut-to-size 
components, fabricators still face 
challenges cutting tubes and pipes. 

Beat the heat
One of the most challenging aspects 
of cutting tubes is backstrike when the 
laser cuts through the top of the piece 
and strikes the underside of the tube. 
Or, when energy from the laser builds 
up inside and damages the component. 

Mauro Corno, vice president technical 
service and national product manager 
laser for BLM, points to these issues as 
the problems he has most often seen. 
To solve these issues, the company 
utilizes sophisticated software, sensors 
and a knowledge base that has been 
built up over the last 25 years to better 
understand the cutting process.

“Using a combination of parameters 
in our database, we take into account 
all the variables related to the tube to 
create a program that will overcome 
those situations,” Corno says, adding 
that this can be a simple matter of 
computing material type and its 
thickness to determine when to stop 
the cutting operation as it pierces the 
material before any damage is done.

A similar scenario is found when using 
waterjet technology for cutting. 
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“Material is 
very flexible. 

Every time you 
move it, the tube 

bounces and 
that movement 

can compromise 
tolerance.”

Although waterjets can offer benefits 
such as no heat-affected zones, David 
Arthur, Southeast regional sales 
manager for Jet Edge Inc., says, “The 
biggest challenge in cutting tubes and 
pipes with waterjet is that the jet not 
only penetrates one wall of the pipe or 
tube, but cuts through, or attempts to 
cut through, the opposite wall, as well.”

He added that components with larger 
diameters are not as affected because 
the water stream has “less energy” 

when it reaches that opposite wall. 
To be completely successful cutting 
tubes and pipes with a waterjet, Arthur 
recommends that sacrificial material 
be inserted in the inner diameter to 
take the brunt of the water stream.

For pipe stock that comes in long 
lengths, Kurt Plechaty, vice president 
of DoAll Sawing Products, sees his 
customers cutting longer sections 
so they need longer indexing 
capability. The company’s saws 

feature expandable indexing to meet 
customer’s length requirements. The 
index starts at 2 m and extends to 
6 m, which he says provides flexibility 
for the requirements of cutting tubes 
versus traditional metalcutting.

Cutting 3-D components
Another aspect of cutting these 
products, which the flat sheet metal 
world doesn’t concern itself with, is 
something that is endemic to tube and 
pipe – its shape. 

“Tubing, like any 3-D structural shape, 
is not necessarily perfectly straight. 
It is not a perfect ball or shape,” says 
Rick Jackson, tube laser product 
sales manager, North America, LVD 
Strippit. “When you’re cutting tubing, 
you have to take into consideration 
whether or not the tube is straight. Is it 
a parallelogram or square? Did it bow 
when it was moved? Trying to hit a 
hole in the center of a bowed piece of 
tubing is very difficult.”

One method to control these variances 
is to understand the position of the 
tube in relation to the cutting head 
and make sure that the part is held 
securely. Trumpf’s Gilmore agrees. 

Mauro Corno, vice president technical 
service and national product 

manager laser, BLM Group USA 

Fiber Optic tube Laser cutting services
• Cutting Capacity: Round up to 6” O.D. - Square up to 4”
• Steel, & Stainless Steel, Aluminum, Copper, Brass, Bronze, & 
   Galvanized Pipe

tube FabricatiOn & end-FOrming services
• End-Forming up to 7” O.D.: Beading, Expanding, Reducing, 
   Flaring, & Swaging
• Fabrication: Welding, Notching, Punching, Coping, & Drilling• Mandrel Bending up to 6” O.D. | Freeform Tube Bending

• Rolling Capabilities up to 4-1/2” O.D. 
• Experience Bending Stainless Steel, Steel, Aluminum, & More
• Prototypes to High Volume Production

custOm pipe & tube bending - rOLLing 
services

SHORT LEAD TIMES! 
CALL TODAY FOR YOUR PART QUTOE!

“Clamping techniques that each 
manufacturer uses are unique to 
their machines,” he says. “The design 
of ours is such that we basically use 
two chucks to deliver the tube [to the 
cutting head], support it and reference 
the tube to the cutting area.”

For instance, Trumpf’s rollers on which 
a rectangular or square tube rides 
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references the tube to the cutting 
head through eight points of 
contact, providing for accurate 
positioning. Finding the tube’s 
exact position at any one time, 
however, can be a constant battle. 

“Tube material is often very 
flexible,” explains BLM’s Corno. 
“Every time you move it, the tube 
bounces and that movement can 
compromise tolerances.”
 

Watch as a 275-mm-outer diameter, 175-mm-inner diameter Inconel-lined iron pipe with a 50-
mm wall thickness is cut at 55,000 psi with 1.5 lbs. per min. of abrasive. 

A complex part 
cut in 360 degrees 
round using a laser 
cutter from Trumpf.

LVD Strippit’s 
laser cutter 
produces cuts in a 
rectangular tube.

This graphic from Jet Edge shows 
where material will be cut out of a 
pipe, and a sweepolet, or pipe branch 
connection, can be inserted and 
welded in place. 

BLM’s laser tube devices are NC 
systems with positioning repeatability 
in the range of 0.05 and 0.03 mm. 
But, working with moving material, 
precision levels suffer. 

“The precision of the process is related 
to being able to map the real shape 
and dimension of the tube using 
instruments and software,” he says. 
“This allows us to place them  
with precision.” 
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One feature to which Corno refers 
is BLM ActiveScan feature. “It takes 
a picture of the tube and it knows 
exactly where the tube is,” he says. 

DoAll’s automatic NC saws, including 
six new dual-column, specialty tube 
and pipe bandsaws for vertical cuts 
and cutting profiles up to 1,400 mm 
in diameter, use hydraulic positioning 
with digital feedback for part position 
accuracy. In addition, DoAll tube saws 
utilize an aggressive cant angle that is 
efficient when cutting square tubing. 
The canted blade provides a more 
consistent band load through the 
entire cut, says Plechaty. 

For its part, HGG Profiling Equipment 
has introduced several machines, 
including the SPC 3000 model that 
offers many of these positioning 
features. It clamps and rotates pipes 
up to 3,000 mm in diameter in a chuck 
during cutting. It features an autofocus 
robot and performs 3-D cutting 
routines using plasma or oxyfuel 
cutting processes. It is equipped with 
adjustable hydraulic pipe supports to 
raise and level the pipe at the correct 
height location, says John Tutino, 

regional sales manager of the Americas 
for HGG. 

Calculated software
Cutting software has been developed 
to calculate cutting patterns to achieve 
bevels and other precision shape 
cutting. Part programming makes  
3-D tube cutting as easy as making 
straight pipe cuts with beveled ends, 
says Tutino. 
 
Manually cutting pipes can present 
many challenges, of which accuracy 
might be the biggest. Tutino adds that 
each manual step has the possibility 
of adding error. For instance, pipes 
that will be connected to each other 
require a bevel cut that needs to be 
consistent all the way around to ensure 
a perfect weld fit-up. 

“If the pipe is not properly cut, the 
customer will need to add more time 
for grinding and welding and will need 
to increase the welding volume to 
make up the difference,” Tutino says. 
“That could lead to problems such as 
a crack in the weld seam that is seen 
in an X-ray and forces the company to 
perform the welding process again.”
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Tutino relates a story about Exterran, a 
Houston-based fabricator of pressure 
vessels for the oil and gas industry. 
Prior to purchasing HGG equipment, 
the company performed manual 
cutting. Layout lines were drawn 
in chalk by hand, shells were cut 
manually and then ground to fit. The 
entire process took about four hours to 
make each vessel. The process required 
as many as 10 people to do the job. 
 
Since incorporating the HGG SPC-
1200 RB, a chuck-type stationary pipe 
cutting machine combined with an 
automated roller bed, pressure vessel 
production has improved from 257 
to 368 vessels a week, a 43 percent 
increase. Only two to three people 
are now required to do the job, while 
virtually eliminating human error, he 
says.
 
“With the automated machine, you 
download a program and the cutting 
equipment moves the cutting head 
to a specific location on the pipe or 
the pipe might rotate to the most 
appropriate spot,” Tutino says. “For 
example, if the job calls for a hole with 
a 33 degree bevel in a specific location 

on the vessel that is exactly what 
the machine will do. Now, we have 
eliminated layout time as well as the 
manual time for cutting and grinding 
and, therefore, improved accuracy. 
Those are the benefits of having an 
automated pipe cutting machine.”

DoAll Sawing 
Products is 
launching 19 
new bandsaws, 
including six 
geared specifically 
for tube cutting. 

“Industry is realizing that 
there’s a lot of advantages 
to building structures with 
tubes as opposed to using 

heavier metals.”

DOALL SAWING PRODUCTS

HGG GROUP

JET EDGE INC.

LVD STRIPPIT

TRUMPF INC.

Dave Gilmore, senior applications engineer, 
Trumpf Inc.

BLM GROUP USA
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by Larry Adams, senior editor

Pipes and related components for the critical oil and gas 
industry are primed for strong growth

ENERGY
RECOVERY



The oil and gas industry has 
been struggling in recent 
years as prices at the pump 
and per barrel have been 

depressed, profits have dropped, and  
jobs have disappeared. 

But this industry, deemed a critical 
one by the Department of Homeland 
Security, might be on the verge of a 
comeback as news reports trumpet its 
revival and industry analysts tout pent 
up demand – and not just for oil and 
gas products, but also for the pipes and 
other fabricated piping components 
that are used by energy producers. 

While not all new pipeline projects 
have gotten the go ahead – especially 
in the United States – new pipelines 
are being built around the globe. 
During pipeline construction, these 
pipes must be cut and welded, coated 
for corrosion protection, and tested 
and inspected for product integrity, 
among other processes. 

These piping systems are the “arteries 
and veins of our modern civilization,” 
according to Mohinder L Nayyar, an 
engineer with Bechtel Power Corp., 
and author of the Piping Handbook, 
Edition 7. “These pipelines carry 
crude oil from oil wells to tank 
farms for storage or to refineries for 
processing,” he wrote. “The natural 
gas transportation and distribution 
lines convey natural gas from the 
source and storage tank to points 
of utilization, such as power plants, 
industrial facilities, and commercial 
and residential communities.” 

These two examples are just the tip 
of an energy transportation network 
that in the United States alone consists 
of more than 2.5 million miles of 
pipelines spread throughout 50 states. 
These pipelines are operated by 
approximately 3,000 companies, large 
and small, according to the Pipeline 
and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration.

The global demand for oil and gas 
pipe is expected to increase 5 

percent per year, reaching more 
than 50 million tons in 2017.
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Expecting growth
The oil and gas industry, and 
those that supply it, should expect 
production to start growing if analyst 
prognostications hold true. The 
Freedonia Group, for instance, reports 
that global demand for oil and gas 
pipe is expected to increase 5 percent 
per year, reaching more than 50 
million tons in 2017. The construction 
of energy infrastructure will escalate 
pipe demand because pipelines will 
be developed to deliver natural gas 
to market. Demand for tubes and 
pipes used by the petroleum industry, 
referred to as oil country tubular goods 
(OCTG), will outpace growth in number 
of drilling rigs through the forecast 
period. 

Another area of growth are the new 
drilling techniques themselves, such as 
high-pressure drilling and horizontal 
drilling, that require the use of more 
pipe than traditional onshore wells. 
These techniques may also change 
pipe construction. Higher pressure 
drilling techniques will increase the 
tonnage of OCTG pipe because wall 
thicknesses need to be increased. 
Another possibility, raised by Gioia 

Falcone, head of the Oil and Gas 
Engineering Center at Cranfield 
University in the United Kingdom, in 
Petro Industry News, is that the drilling 
and piping of fossil fuels will work 
hand in hand with green energy plans, 
such as capturing geothermal energy.

Oil and gas pipe demand in North 
America will also benefit from the 
development of shale plays, especially 
in areas that have not, until recently, 
been major energy producers. This 
might include the Baaken field in 
North Dakota. Pipe demand in the 

region will benefit from the additional 
infrastructure built to transport oil and 
natural gas from the well site.

Pipe manufacturers may also benefit 
from the more than 700 miles of new 
pipelines in Texas that are being built 
to ship more of the state’s natural gas 
to Mexico. Exports of gas to Mexico 
are expected to grow dramatically by 
the end of the decade, rising from an 
average of 2.1 billion cubic ft. a day 
to 3.4 billion cubic ft. a day by the 
end of 2020, according to a July 2016 
Bloomberg report.

Mexican oil and gas giant Pemex, 
in a press release detailing a new 
pipeline infrastructure project, stated 
that existing natural gas availability 
is expected to fall short of demand 
from a growing population and 
industrialization. Pemex estimates 
demand for natural gas will grow 3.6 
percent per year from 2012 to 2028, 
with total imports increasing to 3 
billion cubic ft. a day. 

Also under construction is the $2.3 
billion Los Ramones pipeline system, 
one of the largest infrastructure 

Transcanada 
Corp.’s Keystone 
pipeline prior 
to welding and 
burying.
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project investments in Mexico’s history, 
that will extend from Texas to central 
Mexico, and have the capacity to 
transport 2.1 billion cubic ft. a day of 
natural gas to Mexico.

In addition, a subsidiary of Howard 
Midstream Energy Partners is planning 
a 287-mile refined products pipeline 
from southern Texas to northern 
Mexico. The company, Dos Águilas 
LLC, plans to construct the proposed 
Dos Águilas project, an open access 
system of refined product terminals 
and pipelines spanning from Corpus 
Christi, Texas, to northern Mexico. 

North of the border
In Canada, the need for additional 
pipelines appears to be greater. 
Forecasted growth in Canadian oil 
production shows that oil pipelines are 
urgently needed to deliver the product 
to domestic and world markets, 
according to the 2016 Crude Oil 
Forecast, Markets and Transportation 
report released in June by the 
Canadian Association of Petroleum 
Producers. The report states that more 
than 850,000 additional barrels per 
day (bpd) of oil sands supply will be 

available by 2021, but Canada doesn’t 
have enough pipeline capacity to 
handle such output.

“Canada’s energy future relies on our 
ability to get Canadian oil and gas 
to the people who need it,” said Tim 
McMillan, CAPP president and CEO. 
“Connecting Canadian supply to new 
and growing markets abroad, safely 
and competitively, is a top priority.” 

Canada’s pipeline network has 
capacity to move about 4 million 
bpd, which closely matched the 2015 

average supply of 3.981 million bpd. 
Between 2021 and 2030, supply from 
Canada’s oil sands is forecast to grow 
further, more than 700,000 bpd, 
requiring additional transportation 
infrastructure. This means Canada’s 
oil supply will soon exceed its current 
pipeline capacity. 

“The need to build new energy 
infrastructure within Canada is clearly 
urgent,” McMillan said. 

In a separate study by ICF International, 
the United States and Canada will 

TransCanada Corp.’s natural gas pipeline 
construction in Stittsville, Canada. 

The energy transportation 
network in the United States 

consists of more than 2.5 
million miles of pipelines 

throughout 50 states. That’s 
enough to circle the earth 

about 100 times.
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require an average investment of 
about $26 billion per year, or $546 
billion total, over the 21-year period 
from 2015 to 2035 on midstream 
natural gas, crude oil and natural gas 
liquids midstream infrastructure.

Equipment solutions
As oil fields come online and demand 
increases, equipment suppliers may 
also benefit. For instance, Hypertherm 
Inc. tested a prototype of its 
FreedomPPA plasma arc cutting unit at 
the Seaway 2 pipeline that will stretch 
hundreds of miles from the largest oil 
storage facility in the world, just north 
of Cushing, Okla., to the Gulf of Mexico. 

Like the original Seaway line, the 
Seaway 2 pipes are 30 in. in diameter 
with walls up to 3/4 in. thick. The 
pipe is heavy as a result of the use of 
high-strength carbon steel designed 
to resist corrosion and provide long 
service life. 

The portable unit contains a 28-kW, 
240-V generator along with a built-in 
air compressor and Powermax85 air 
plasma unit capable of cutting 1-in.-
thick metal at 20 ipm. On the Seaway 2, 

the unit will be used to perform a 
number of tasks, beginning with 
welder testing and pipe fabrication 
at the yard, before moving on to the 
line itself where the crew will use it to 
cut pipe to size and gouge out welds 
needing repair. Prior to the arrival of 
the unit, crew members would have 
had to use three different processes to 
do that work: oxyfuel, air carbon arc 
gouging and grinding. 

As a result of the testing, the 
equipment supplier, Hypertherm, 
increased the generator size to 38 
kW and coupled it with a 125-amp 
Powermax versus the 85-amp unit 
used on the Seaway 2. The changes 
to what is now called the called the 
Freedom 38 PPA means workers will 
have the ability to cut slightly thicker 
than 1-in.-walled pipe. 

In another example, Lincoln 
Electric supplied new tack-welding 
technology, its Power Wave AC/DC 
1000 SD, to United Spiral Pipe LLC, a 
manufacturer of pipes for the oil and 
gas market. According to the company, 
tack welding is a common bottleneck 
in longitudinal and spiral pipe mill 
production all over the world. 

The Lincoln Electric Co. has played a pivotal role in the 
pipeline industry since it introduced the Lincoln Arc Welder 
in 1911. The arc welder was the world’s first variable 
voltage, single-operator portable welder. 

Piping at a compressor 
station, part of the 
Foothills Pipeline 
System in western 
Canada that runs 
771 miles and carries 
natural gas from 
central Alberta to the 
United States.
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At United Spiral Pipe, fabrication crews 
produce high-quality, large-diameter, 
helical-submerged arc welded (SAWH) 
spiral pipes for the oil and gas industry. 
The pipe mill uses an advanced 
automated two-step welding process 
that is capable of producing 300,000 
net tons of pipe per year. The OD 
ranges from 24 to 64 in., using A252- 
through X80-grade steel with wall 
thickness from 1/4 to 1 in. The process 
consists of one forming and three 
welding lines.

Two-step spiral SAWH pipe fabrication 
begins with forming, tack welding and 
cutting. Hot-band coils unwind on a 
mandrel and feed into an edge miller 
that cuts and prepares strip edges for 
the tack welding process. The feed 
angle depends on strip width and 
final outside diameter. From there, 
the pipe is formed into the proper 
diameter and tack welded via a large-
wire MIG process and cut in lengths 
from 40 to 80 ft. A second step of the 
welding process sends the tack-welded 
pipe into one of three final welding 
stations. Here, the pipe’s tack-welded 
seam is rewelded using SAWH to fully 
meet API 5L standards and customer 
requirements.

Equipment improvements such as 
these may be especially important 
if pipe manufacturers and drilling 
services struggle to find workers to 
produce piping systems, and as oil and 
gas companies push exploration to 
meet the expected coming demand.

A new prototype plasma arc cutting system was tested by workers engaged in developing 
the Seaway 2 pipeline project that will transport gas from Oklahoma to the Gulf of Mexico. 

HYPERTHERM INC.

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO.

The oil and gas 
industry, and its 

suppliers, will 
enjoy growth,  

and a need  
for workers.
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DETECTING DEFECTS
Finding flaws and imperfections in a tube or pipe is made easier using new inspection technologies

by Larry Adams, senior editor



A defect in a tube or pipe may 
not be the easiest to find. It 
might be hidden in the dark 
internal passageway of a 

tube. A weld might have a microscopic 
crack, the seam may not have been 
aligned properly, or the bead height 
from side to side may be mismatched. 

While the potential problems are broad 
and the nondestructive techniques 
for discovering them vast and varied, 
rooting out these problems might 
come down to “seeing” them whether 
that means literally visualizing them, 
having their surfaces mapped out 
in a 3-D view, or tracking the peaks 
and valleys of signals bouncing on a 
computer screen.

TPM looks at three companies with 
technologies that shed a spotlight 

on these problems. Some of the 
technologies work in small diameter 
tubes with applications including 
the medical device and fuel injection 
industries. Other equipment helps 
welders keep their torch and seam in 
alignment or use automated processes 
to find even small defects on large 
pipes.

Large pipe inspection
Olympus Corp. offers a variety of 
inspection technology, including an 
inline system that uses phased-array 
technology to inspect the weld seam and 
the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of electrical 
resistance welded (ERW) tubes. 

The Olympus mechanical solution for 
ERW pipe inspection is based on a 
small, automated, gantry-type bridge 
that positions the inspection head 

“This inspection system is designed 

to detect flaws on tubes while 

measuring wall thickness.”
Francois Laflamme, sales manager, Olympus 

NDT Canada, a subsidiary of Olympus Corp.

The gantry aligns 
the tube with the 
Olympus phased-
array ERW pipe 
inspection system.
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inline or offline when performing 
inspections, automatic calibrations 
or maintenance operations. The head 
rotation capability allows each probe 
independent movement from -120 to 
+120 degrees for weld tracking.

The ERW system utilizes phased-
array technology, which is a linear 
electronic scan performed by moving 
the acoustic beam along the axis of 
the array without any mechanical 
movement. The beam movement is 
performed by time multiplexing the 
active elements. Time multiplexing is 
the act of transmitting and receiving 
independent signals over a common 
signal path by means of synchronized 
switches at each end of the 
transmission line so that each signal 
appears on the line only a fraction 
of time in an alternating pattern.  

According to François Laflamme, 
a sales manager at Olympus NDT 
Canada Inc., a subsidiary of Olympus 
Corp., the phased-array technology 
uses curved phased-array probes 
oriented perpendicular to the tube 
axis. It inspects the weld area by 

scanning it while the tube is moving 
under the probes. 

“This inspection system is designed to 
detect flaws on tubes while measuring 
wall thickness,” he says, adding that the 
ERW system can detect external and 
internal longitudinal defects, through-
drilled holes with depths as small as 
1/32 in. and side-drilled holes.

The inline system performs the final 
inspection prior to cutting the pipe. 
During manufacturing processes, such 
as welding, annealing, cooling and 
sizing, imperfections can be found 
inside the weld or the HAZ around it. 
These flaws can grow during the rest of 
the process. This system helps ensure 
that no flaws over a certain depth are 
present in the pipe.

The ERW system detects small flaws, 
which are typically natural defects, 
such as penetrator defects and 
lack of fusion, using the two water 
wedges that are dedicated to flaw 
detection. However, the system is also 
able to detect major disturbances in 
the welding process using its weld 
profiling water wedge, which is 

capable of monitoring the scarfing tool 
for the internal weld bead. 

“The water wedge has four 
degrees of freedom so the wedge 
constantly adapts to the tube’s 
movement,” Laflamme explains. “It 
is also equipped with an Aqualene 
elastomer membrane that maintains 
a permanent water column inside the 
wedge. Only a thin film of water is 
required between the membrane and 
the tube’s surface to achieve perfect 
coupling between the probe and the 
inspected product. Maintaining an 
undisturbed water path inside the 
wedge yields high repeatability on 
small defects.”

The automated system is also 
equipped with an eddy current 
ring probe, which detects scarfing 
windows, butt welds between 
coils and any major discontinuities 
in the tube. When such elements 
are detected by the ring, a signal 
is sent to the programmable logic 
control (PLC) and the water wedges 
are automatically raised to prevent 
damage.

Aircraft parts 
manufacturer Kreisler 
Mfg. checks the welds 
of parts as early in the 
process as it can.
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Compared with conventional 
ultrasonic testing, phased-array testing 
has several advantages including 
the ability to inspect a larger area of 
the tube with only one probe (per 
scanning direction). In addition, the 
length of the inspected weld zone can 
be adjusted simply by changing a few 
parameters; no mechanical changes on 
the inspection head are needed. It also 
offers better reliability of detection 
owing to the large weld area that is 
covered with constant amplitude 
(sensitivity).

A gantry system enables the inspection 
head to move to three positions: 
maintenance, calibration and 

inspection. On the calibration bench, 
the sensitivity of the probes is equalized 
using known reference defects. The 
bench is also used for the calibration 
check procedure. The calibration tube 
is capable of moving forward and 
backward at speeds up to 1 m per sec., 
reproducing inspection conditions at 
the real production line speed.

Feedback between the system and the PLC 
uses a patented algorithm that is based 
on time-of-flight analysis. It performs 
automatic detection of the scarfing area 
and sends feedback to the PLC. 

“This is the key feature of the system 
because this feedback helps ensure that 

the inspection is always performed 
on the weld and heat-affected 
zone,” he says. “If the weld line drifts 
slightly from its current position, the 
algorithm sends a signal to the PLC, 
which then adjusts the position of the 
water wedges through independent 
rotational movement.” 

Keeping in alignment
Xiris Automation Inc. offers video 
cameras that help welders see their 
work as they go as well as automated, 
inline inspection of large pipe welds.

According to Cornelius Sawatzky, 
sales representative for Xiris, the 
company’s weld cameras are designed 

to withstand the bright light created 
while welding. 

“Instead of an operator trying to peek 
and see what’s going on with the weld 
and potentially damaging his eyes, 
they can comfortably see it from a 
screen and usually from a safer working 
environment,” he says.

The camera features a sensor that can 
handle a much larger range of light. 
A regular video camera typically has a 
range of light in the 55 to 60 decibels (dB) 
range, says Sawatzky, but this camera 
works in the 120- to 140-dB range.

Weld alignment is one of the key 
factors welders are looking to monitor 

Gradient 
Lens offers 
80 models of 
borescopes in 
different sizes 
and in rigid 
and flexibles 
models. 

This image 
captured by a 
camera attached 
to a Gradient Lens 
borescope shows 
the effects of  
a weld and  
drawn process.
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This inline, automated system uses triangulation to generate a 3-D map of the surface to check for 
weld defects.

Video showing TIG welding torch movement.

in situ, and Sawatzky says welders are 
trying to ensure that the seam and 
the torch are aligned. In addition, the 
camera helps the welder monitor the 
condition of the torch and watch for 
dross or contamination coming out of 
the molten metal.

In addition to the weld cameras, the 
company offers the new WI-3000 
laser-based inspection system for 
large and heavy wall pipes. Employing 
a redesigned sensor head with high 

resolution, the system is the larger 
version of the WI-2000 inspection 
system for smaller tubes.  

The new system has a field of view 
that ranges from 35 to 100 mm across, 
allowing for detection of a variety of 
defect types. Typically installed right 
after the weld head on pipe mills, the 
WI-3000 provides an early warning 
system to detect defects in the weld 
area and the forming of the pipe. With 
a measurement resolution down to 30 

microns, the system is able to detect 
critical defects that are difficult to 
detect using other forms of testing 
equipment. 

According to Sawatzky, to detect 
these issues, a large beam is projected 
across the weld seam area and then, 
through triangulation, a 3-D map 
of the surface of the weld area is 
generated. Software takes various 
measurements such as how well the 
left and right side of the bead align. 

The most important issues for 
which people are inspecting include 
mismatch, bead height and the  
freeze line.  

“When it’s making those 
measurements, if a side is not high 
enough or the left- and ride-side  
walls don’t align properly, then the 
software can make alerts on that as 
well,” says Sawatzky. “It can alert the 
operator that he should come and 
adjust the machine.”
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Eyes like a hawk
For measuring small diameter tubes, 
Gradient Lens Corp. offers the Hawkeye 
Borescope, which comes in 80 different 
models and includes rigid and flexible 
borescopes and models with camera 
and video capabilities. 

According to Doug Kindred, Gradient’s 
president and chief scientist, rigid 
borescopes are an appropriate choice 
for straight, small diameter tubes. 
Tubes with bends might require 
flexible systems that utilize fiber optics. 

Kindred adds that, for Gradient, 
inspecting tubes 1/4 to 1/2 in. in 
diameter are the company’s bread and 
butter. Applications in that size range 
include medical products and fuel 
systems for the automotive and aircraft 
industries. 

“We manufacture borescopes 
anywhere from 0.5 to 8 mm in 
diameter,” he says. “’For us, 8 mm is a 
big scope.” 

According to Kindred, the company 
works in three primary market 
applications: machining, where burrs 

in the cross holds are commonly 
found; metal castings, where residual 
sand can leave voids that impede fluid 
flow or cause leakage; and welding, 
where stresses from welded and drawn 
processes can affect fluid flow. 

One Gradient customer used a 
borescope to inspect the inside of a 
tube with welded fittings on each end. 

“The tube had a strong heat-affected 
zone that appeared as a lot of colors,” 
Kindred explains. “Overheating caused 
the coloring, which led to a rejected 
part because of the color and because 
an overheated weld is not as strong.”

Another customer, Kreisler Mfg. Corp., 
provides precision tube and pipe 
assemblies and manifolds used in the 
aerospace and industrial gas turbine 
markets. Inspecting an orbital weld 
in a titanium tube with a Hawkeye 
Borescope video system allows for 
easier viewing and provides image 
capture capability. 

Gradient’s biggest seller is the 
HawkeyeV2 Videoscope, which 
contains a brighter, higher resolution 

and more durable camera. The new 
5-in. LCD screen provides detailed 
close-up views, has a 2X zoom 
function, mirror-image capability and 
easy-to-use intuitive controls. 

“We’ve designed a new articulation 
mechanism, and increased the range 
to ±150 degrees,” Kindred says, adding 
that the videoscope is available in 
diameters of 4 and 6 mm and lengths 
of 1.5, 3 and 6 m.

GRADIENT LENS CORP.

OLYMPUS CORP.

XIRIS AUTOMATION INC.

“With a 
measurement 

resolution down 
to 30 microns in 
size, the system 
is able to detect 
critical defects 

that are difficult 
to detect using 

other forms 
of testing 

equipment.”

Cornelius Sawatzky, 
sales representative, Xiris 

Automation Inc.
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Trade Commission Supports Duties
The U.S. International Trade Commission is backing duties on imports of heavy 
walled rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Korea, Mexico and 
Turkey. The Aug. 17 determination found that these tubes and pipes are being 
sold in the United States at less than fair value. The Commerce Department will 
issue anti-dumping duty orders on imports of these products in addition to 
issuing a countervailing duty order. The report details the complaint that was 
lodged last year on behalf of various U.S.-based tube and pipe suppliers.

BLM Plans for New Headquarters
BLM Group USA will move into new headquarters in the Spring of 2017. The 
facility features new construction and boasts 75,000 sq. ft., with room to grow 
up to 50 percent for future expansion. The new location in Wixom, Mich., will 
more than double the space of the current facility. It will feature an equipment 
showroom, expanded training area and separate demonstration area for 
hands-on display of its technologies.

Service Center Opens  
NC Facility 
Chicago Tube & Iron, a large specialty 
metal service center, opened a new 
distribution facility in North Carolina. 
The initial inventory at CTI’s Locust 
distribution facility includes a full line 
of stainless steel products, such as 
pipe, tubing, flat bar, angle and round 
bar. The company plans to expand 
the new distribution facility to include 
additional types of metal, including 
aluminum and carbon products.

Lincoln’s Pipe Seam SAW
The Lincoln Electric Co. has 
developed Lincolnweld 
Emergence, a non-copper coated 
submerged arc wire with a 
proprietary surface treatment to 
protect material and perform the 
same as copper coated wires the 
same alloy class. The elimination 
of surface copper decreases the 
risk of weld contamination, the 
company says. Emergence  
is part of a comprehensive  
product line to support every  
pipe seam application. 

Industry News
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Milltech Partners with North American Manufacturer
Milltech Co. Ltd., a Korea-based manufacturer of piping and finishing 
systems, partnered with Formtek Inc. to serve its North American 
customers. Milltech, the worldwide licensee of Yoder cage forming 
technology, recently developed new pipe threading equipment for API 
products, as well as a milling cutoff technologies for pipe and hollow 
structural sections. Milltech customers can request an on-site facility tour 
with Formtek.

MiiC Opton Upgrades Dual Head Bender
MiiC Opton has released a new version of its DRK bender that is constructed 
with two SRK single robots on one rail. It can be constructed with one 
left hand bender and one right hand bender, and the robots can be used 
separately or in tandem. The robotic welders can load/unload, feed, rotate 
and bend. The effective tube length is 5,000 mm (6,000 mm optional).
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Amada Miyachi 
Completes Product 
Upgrade
Amada Miyachi America Inc. 
upgraded its Sigma laser stent 
and tube cutter. The unit can be 
configured with microsecond 
fiber or femtosecond lasers. 
Featuring 3 or 4 axes of motion, 
wet and dry cutting, and an 
automated tube loader option, 
the updated system can cut 
stents and tubes from 0.2 to 25 
mm in diameter. New features 
include an open architecture with 
work space access and a sliding 
door that provides quick access 
for part unloading and setup 
changes. 
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FABTECH 2016 will provide the strategies and insight needed to hone  
your competitive edge for improved quality, productivity and profitability.  
Come to broaden your perspective and experience the future of 
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Centerpoint Tungsten Expands Offerings
As a response to increased inverter technology and use, Centerpoint 
Tungsten LLC can produce custom orders of tungsten electrodes and can 
also work with customers to determine and supply electrodes that are 
precision diamond ground to a predetermined angle and tip to produce the 
best possible welds. The electrodes are longitudinally diamond ground to 
a smooth finish, diamond cut to spec, buffed contaminate free, and labeled 
and securely packed with customer information, including lot numbers,  
if required.

Sensor Corrects Welding Position
The Profile Welding System from Rofin 
integrates a sensor for welding gap detection 
and tracking in tube and profile material. 
The unit observes the welding process in 
real time, and the controller automatically 
corrects positioning as needed. System 
parameters and certain functions such as 
laser power, positioning and gap monitoring 
at the workpiece can be centrally set and 
controlled. The sensors, motorized axes  and 
linear actuators help ensure the laser beam is 
positioned within microns of the seam gap, 
the company says. 

To Submit Press Releases, Send Them to Larry Adams at ladams@techgenmedia.com
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How the biggest supplier of pharmacy 
merchandising display systems got even 
bigger with a pair of CO2 lasers and a  
sky-high material handling tower

TOWER 
OF 
POWER

by Abbe Miller, editor-in-chief



Whether you’re in 
need of a tube of 
toothpaste or a bottle 
of pain reliever, any 

corner pharmacy will have you 
covered – and then some. Deciding 
what to toss into the shopping 
basket often comes down to brand 
loyalty, but it can also depend 
on the price of the product or its 
ingredients. There’s a lot to consider 
before tossing that product into the 
shopping basket.  

Beyond price and other subjective 
factors, a planogram might also 
influence what a consumer chooses 
to buy. For anyone not immersed in 
the world of retail sales, a planogram 
is a diagram of shelf space that 
indicates where retailers will place a 
product to maximize sales. Because 
the allocation of space is sales-data 
driven, the arrangement of products 
can be subject to change as seasons 
come and go, as an assortment mix 
is updated, and as higher or lower 
product sales dictate. To say the least, a 
retail outlet, like the corner pharmacy, 
is constantly moving products around 
to increase sales. 

To adhere to the planogram strategy, 
the shelving components themselves 
take a bit of a beating. When the 
product arrangement has to change, 
often the arrangement of the shelves 
must change with it. Therefore, the 
shelves need to be easy to move and 
sturdy. Boasting these characteristics, 
the Uniweb shelving solution has seen 
widespread adoption from retail  
giants like Costco, Albertsons Safeway 
and CVS. 
 

Ideas come to life
Uniweb Inc. opened its doors in 
1970 after its founder, Karl Weber, 
came up with the revolutionary 
shelving solution, which became 
the company’s mainstay product: 
the Uniweb slat wall. Like many 
great ideas, Weber’s slat wall started 
as nothing more than a sketch on 
a paper napkin. After turning his 
sketch into a tangible product, 
additional products, like the shelves 
and cabinets that lock into the slat 
wall system were also developed.  

The slat wall, which is constructed 
of 24-gauge cold-rolled steel, serves 
as the backbone for a pharmacy’s 
and retailers’ ever-changing 
merchandising display needs. It’s 
best described as a display panel 
with long, horizontal channels or 
lips that accommodates the various 
accessories that will be affixed to 
a wall, such as shelving, gondolas, 
displays and hooks. Because the 
channels are only 1-in. apart, shelving 
can be placed as needed, no matter 
the height of the products. 

The Uniweb slat wall, 
constructed of 24-gauge cold-
rolled steel, features long, 
horizontal channels or lips that 
accommodate the various 
accessories that will be affixed 
to a wall, such as shelving, 
gondolas, displays and hooks. 
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Prior to the Uniweb invention, 
retailers used pegged or press-board 
type walls where they would attach 
hooks to hang their products. This, 
however, wasn’t sufficient. Products 
didn’t always hang securely and the 
press-board walls were prone to 
deterioration. Using steel inherently 
solved some of those issues.  

Starting with cold-rolled steel, Uniweb 
roll forms material down to 6-in. 
strips through a unique roll former 
developed specifically for the slat wall 
design. In addition to producing the 
slat walls, Uniweb also produces more 
than 17,000 part numbers and custom 
work, fabricating accessories like the 
cabinets and shelving. On average, 
the company processes more than 
7 million lbs. of steel coil annually to 
produce the walls and flat sheet stock 
to produce the accessories.

To fabricate the flat sheet stock, 
Uniweb relies on two Bystronic 
laser cutters and a stories-tall 
material handling system – the 
largest Bystronic material handling 
installation in North America. 
 

Sky-high productivity
In the midst of Uniweb’s sprawling 
186,000-sq.-ft. facility, the 48-shelf 
ByCell material handling tower nearly 
touches the ceiling. It’s flanked by 
two BySpeed 3015 4.4-kW CO2 lasers, 
which are typically cutting 24-gauge 
up to 1/2-in. mild steel sheet to 
process into the various accessories 
that integrate into the slat wall 
systems. Uniweb introduced its first 
laser in 2010, followed by the second 
laser in late 2012 and the tower a few 
months later in 2013. 

Both of Uniweb’s laser cutters are 
directly connected to the tower 
through Bystronic’s Extended system, 
enabling communication to and 
from the equipment. With its 48 
shelves, the ByCell is able to store 
massive amounts of raw material 
as well as cut parts. Because of the 
sophisticated connection between 
each laser and the tower, cut parts 
can be stored in the tower or 
immediately moved to secondary 
processes, like bending, welding and 
powder coating.
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Costco, Albertsons 
Safeway and CVS. 



Before introducing the ByCell, 
Uniweb’s beam on-time efficiency 
was phenomenal compared to most, 
but lights-out laser cutting wasn’t a 
possibility. Since 2013, however, the 
sophistication of the equipment’s 
monitoring system has allowed for 
lights-out production in a way that 
allows the team at Uniweb to relax 
at home, knowing that the lasers are 
continually working without issues.

“It’s allowed us that luxury of 
running overnight without having 
a single human being on-site,” says 
Brian Skvarca, vice president of 
manufacturing at Uniweb. “With the 
automation, we can maintain a lot of 
steel in our storage tower so we can 
have it readily available to turn things 
around quickly. From the time an 
order’s put on the floor, it’s often cut 
and bent within two days.”

To date, Uniweb’s longest cut run time 
was 72 hours for both laser cutters 
non-stop. And that was with only one 
operator overseeing the lasers during 
his eight-hour shifts in addition to 
running unmanned throughout the 
night. Each morning during that three-

day nonstop run, staff would come in 
to find the lasers still plugging away. 

Before the introductions of the two 
laser cutters and material handling 
tower, operations at Uniweb were 
vastly different. Thanks to the lasers, 
Uniweb was able to produce products 
from start to finish in-house. And 
thanks to the ByCell, Uniweb was able 
to place an even greater commitment 
on inventory control. 

“We inventory a vast variety of gauge 
material and because we have the 
ability to store it and have access to 
it immediately, unlike anyone else, 
we can just push a button and we 
have it on the laser,” says Skvarca. He 
continues saying that the first laser 
cutter itself was a game-changer, with 
its “biggest selling point of being able 
to bring more production in-house.”   
 
Full control
“Everything was outsourced from China 
back then, and, therefore, it was very 
limited in terms of design,” Skvarca 
explains. “When we used to buy from 
China, you could get any color you 
wanted, as long as it was white.  

VERSATILE COMPACT LASER TUBE 100 
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 Cost effective solution for low to mid volume tube components 
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Lead times were also difficult, meaning 
we were looking at two or three 
months to get a large order. Another 
bonus is that now we’re also able to 
better manage quality control.”

The laser also inspired Uniweb to 
re-engineer its products, giving the 
company full control of product design 
and order turnover. These changes 
eventually ushered in a new type 
of relationship with the vendor that 
Uniweb had relied on in the past. 

“After we increased our production 
capabilities with the lasers, we started 
supplying our previous vendor 
in China with all of its U.S. supply 
cabinets,” Skvarca says. “It was an 
interesting role reversal.” 

Since then, Uniweb has continually 
added more technology to its 
manufacturing scope. Over the years, 
the face of manufacturing at Uniweb 
has totally changed. 

“The most impressive part for people 
who are re-engaging with Uniweb is 
gaining a different perspective once 
they tour our facility,” he says. “The 

initial thought is that Uniweb is just a 
family-owned, small manufacturing 
company. So, what can they really 
do? Then when they see what we 
have now, that we’re running out of a 
massive facility, doing everything from 
laser cutting, roll forming and powder 
coating all the way through specialty 
packaging, their perspective  
changes dramatically.”

Skvarca says much of the change 
within the company comes down to 
the acquisition of the laser cutters. 

“We would not be where we are 
today, in my opinion, without the 
lasers,” he says. “The decision to invest 
in laser technology inspired more 
change within the company. With 
their introduction, the manufacturing 
of the product dramatically changed 
and, therefore, the overall business 
changed.”

Room to move
Like the pharmacies and other retailers 
that rely on the slat wall solution, 
Uniweb also needs to have flexibility 
in its facility. To accommodate shifts in 
production, its equipment also needs 
to move.  

To produce its slat 
wall product as well as 
the accessories that 
go along with it, the 
company processes 
more than 7 million lbs. 
of steel coil annually. 

 
There are a few pieces of equipment 
that aren’t going to move, however. 
And the lasers are the best example of 
that. Everything else is soft plumbed 
so other than the key equipment, 
everything can be unplugged, 
unbolted and moved.

“We developed a unique system in the 
shop where we move a lot of equipment 
on a frequent basis,” says Skvarca. “We 
adapt to the different product lines 

that we do, so we’ll move quite a bit of 
machinery every couple years. The layout 
and, therefore, the overall dynamic of the 
shop will change.”

Uniweb prides itself on its ability to 
fill orders quickly and therefore, to be 
known as a just-in-time provider. 

“When you look at the big picture of 
a manufacturing process and you talk 
about a big roll out with a customer, 
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the ability to react quickly has put us 
ahead of the competition,” says Cindy 
Davidson, president at Uniweb. “A 
lot of it is due to the way that we’ve 
integrated the lasers, the system that 
feeds them, and the off-loading and 
additional processes we’ve put in place 
as a result of the lasers.” 

Davidson also says that Uniweb’s 
operation philosophies in the front 

In addition to Uniweb’s slat wall product, the company also 
produces more than 17,000 part numbers and custom work, 
such as cabinets and shelving.

office have evolved since adopting the 
lasers and tower. The more modern 
the equipment and its controls are, 
the easier it is for the operators to 
make decisions in real time on the 
manufacturing floor. 

“Those decisions can start on the 
floor now instead of in the office 
environment,” she says. “We’ve 
empowered the individuals on the 

floor to do that, which has paid off 
greatly, particularly with reducing 
scrap. The utilization of material is one 
of the largest paybacks that you really 
don’t factor in because you’re pricing 
the material as if you don’t have the 
storage capacity that we do with  
the ByCell.” 

Skvarca builds on that concept saying, 
“There are a lot of ways to come up 

A 48-shelf ByCell material handling tower from Bystronic was 
installed in 2013 at Uniweb’s 186,000-sq.-ft. facility.

Bystronic Inc. 

Uniweb Inc. 

with new ideas, but we always like 
working around people with ideas. If 
someone on the shop floor has a great 
idea, we collaborate with them and 
make that idea work.” 
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EVERYDAY 
TUBES

Realizing the potential of tube 
laser cutting, fabricators gain 
versatility in design  
and production

by Rick Jackson, tube laser product sales 
manager, North America, LVD Strippit



Tubular structures are part 
of our everyday world – 
from the office chairs we 
sit in to the racks we hang 

our clothes on. Today’s products 
increasingly incorporate tubular 
frames because of their structural 
integrity; tubing has a very high 
strength-to-weight ratio. 

A hollow tube can be stronger  
than a solid one of the same 
mass. In the past, designers were 
prevented from using tubing 
because of the cost to fabricate 
tubular parts, particularly if the 
design called for features such as 
end copes or slotted holes. In the 
age of laser technology, however, 
complex features are no longer  
a problem. 

Using laser technology to fabricate 
tubes and profiles provides a number 
of process and cost advantages. The 
efficiency and flexibility of tube laser 
cutting opens the door to a world of 
application possibilities – providing 
more versatility in engineering design 
and shortening the time to market for 
new products. 

Laser cut tubes and profiles can 
be found in a variety of markets: 
agriculture, automotive, sports and 
recreation, steel service centers, in-
store displays, electronic housings 
and aerospace – the list is constantly 
growing. With a tube laser cutting 
machine, a user can process round, 
square, angle and open profiles, all in a 
single pass. No extra handling, tracking 
and queuing is required. 

Tube lasers can handle a 
variety of tubes and profile 
diameters in a range of 
materials including ferrous 
and non-ferrous metals.   
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Reasons to use
Additionally, fabricators find tube laser 
cutting technology attractive because:

• Tube laser cutting allows the use 
of tabs and slots for more creative 
designs. The addition of tabs and 
slots can make assembly much 
easier and can simplify tooling. The 
only cost is a few more seconds 
on the machine. Using tabs or 
slots can also greatly reduce or 
even eliminate the need for weld 
fixturing.  

• Tube laser cutting is more flexible 
than other fabrication methods 
and is quick and easy with regard 
to changeover from one part to 
another. Multiple parts can be 
produced from the same setup  
with no changeover with tube  
laser cutting. 

• From simple joints to complex 
profiles, tube laser cutting offers 
versatility for a wide and growing 
range of applications. 

• Tube laser cutting technology 
makes a variety of tubular shapes 

possible in a range of materials. 
Fiber laser extends that range to 
copper and brass and improves 
efficiency in aluminum cutting. 

• Tube laser cutting can efficiently 
handle high-volume applications 
that can’t be easily achieved with 
conventional tube cutting processes 
like sawing and machining.

For these reasons, OEMs and jobs 
shops are bringing tube laser cutting 
capability in-house in increasing 
numbers. Not only are they using it 
to more efficiently process the one 
or two tubular components found in 
a multi-piece assembly, but they are 
also finding the technology is opening 
new areas of fabrication work such as 
tubular-only assemblies.

Here’s how a few fabricators are 
applying the technology:

Firing up
Hearth & Home Technologies forms 
and cuts tube and welds it to plate 
to assemble the burner tubes for the 
fireplaces it manufactures. Burner 
tube production begins with a 10-ft.-

long tube, which is laser cut. Prior to 
tube laser cutting, the company used 
coping tools, but the hard tooling 
was expensive, required significant 
maintenance and was a slow process. 

Today, however, tube laser cutting 
technology offers the company 
more capabilities and also speeds 
the product design cycle, while also 
providing more design flexibility and 
an increase in the variety of designs. 
This helps H&H compete in an industry 
focused on achieving a more unique 
and beautiful burn at a better value.

Since adopting tube laser cutting 
technology, H&H has also reduced the 
burner component of new fireplace 

Tube laser cutting 
produces parts with 
high accuracy and 
repeatability, which can 
reduce the number of 
manufacturing steps.  

design from weeks to days. Using 
the tube laser, it can produce sample 
parts faster, which shortens the new 
product development process and 
hastens time to market. 

“When we design a tube for a 
particular burn, we want to be able 
to get feedback on that burn as 
quickly as possible,” says Nate Harnly, 
an engineer at H&H. “Using tooling, 
this could take a significant amount 
of time. With the tube laser, we can 
prototype in a day or two and have 
parts to test.”

The tube laser also gives the company 
more control of part quality and 
design features.
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“We’re measuring features more closely 
and can quickly adjust for any quality 
issues we see, so we can make quality 
input into our Speedy Design Review 
or SDR process,” Harnly explains. 

For example, if a fireplace needs 
to have a higher BTU output, the 
burner hole size can be increased 
incrementally to reach the correct BTU 
output. This flexibility helps speed 
changes or enhancements to critical 
features such as heat output, flame 
appearance and flame activity.  

In the past, designers 
were prevented 
from using tube 
because of the cost 
to fabricate tubular 
parts. In the age of 
tube laser cutting 
technology, however, 
complex features are 
no longer a problem.

Tube laser 
cutting 
technology 
simplifies how 
designs are 
put together, 
facilitating 
new designs 
and new 
products. 
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A compound intersection is an 
assembly with multiple tubes 
coming together in one joint 
and is challenging to handle 
with traditional tools. Producing 
multiple beveled notches or a 
custom-made notch is easily 
achieved using tube laser cutting.

Laser cut tubes 
and profiles can be 
found in a range of 
markets, including 
agriculture, sports 
and recreation, 
aerospace and 
automotive.  

“We can more quickly arrive at the 
fit, form and function the customer 
desires,” Harnly says.

The tube laser’s strength is coping. 
H&H uses it to cut parts with air 
apertures and end profiles. For parts 
that require many small holes (200 or 
more) or certain hole types, H&H turns 
to punching. The production method 
it uses is based on the total cycle time 
to build the final burner. H&H has the 
flexibility to choose the best process. 

“The tube laser lets us look at the 
process more objectively and find the 
right solution faster,” Harnly explains.   

On the manufacturing side, tube laser 
cutting has made the company more 
lean by moving value-added activity 
closer to the point of use.

Delivering creativity
Elite Laser Cutting Inc., a full-service 
fab shop handling projects from 
hobbyists to aerospace manufacturers, 
uses its eight years of tube laser 
cutting experience to offer customers 
creative solutions for design and to 

cost-effectively manufacture those 
designs. The company takes every 
opportunity to engineer customers’ 
parts around using tube laser cutting,  
a process it finds to be underutilized. 

“The tube laser makes short work of 
cutting virtually any tube size with  
little or no cleanup,” says Elite Laser’s 
owner, Jeremy Kegher. “We save a 
significant amount of labor hours 
in what is typically a very time-
consuming process.”

The production of tubular structures 
is handled in a single operation, which 
shortens lead time and reduces the 
cost per part.

Tube laser cutting technology also 
simplifies how the designs are put 
together. An assembly with multiple 
tubes coming together in one joint (a 
compound intersection) is challenging 
to handle with traditional tools. This 
could involve contouring a shape on 
a milling machine, one tube at a time. 
Producing multiple beveled notches 
or a custom-made notch is easily 
achieved using tube laser cutting. 
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Offices, warehouses, exercise 
facilities, playgrounds and even 
a farmer’s field are among the 
many places with products that 
incorporate tubular structures.  

In the competitive fabrication world, 
tube laser cutting technology offers 
the company a way to differentiate. 
The value added by a tube laser can 
be higher than that of a flat sheet laser 
cutting system. 

“Having the tube laser has opened 
doors,” Kegher says. “It has brought 
customers in for tubing and we have 
ended up doing all the other processes 
associated with their projects.”

Streamlining production
For Rockford Process Control Inc., 
a job shop that makes products 
for recreational use, such as utility 
vehicles, four-wheelers, ATVs and 
motorcycles, tubular structures are 
part of everyday production. RPC 
handles tubes 20 ft. long in 3/4-in. 
to 5/8-in. rounds and 1-in.-by-2-in. 
rectangular configurations, producing 
suspension and steering components 
and more. Tubular structures are 
used because they are strong and 
lightweight.

Tube laser cutting technology has also 
streamlined RPC’s production. Tube 
cutting was a seven-step process that 
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a design or if a customer decides to 
modify a design, it could be as simple as 
changing one line of code and it’s done,” 
Williams adds. “The tube laser provides 
us with a lot of flexibility.”

The speed of tube laser cutting and the 
clean, reliable cuts it produces means 
RPC knows what to expect from day to day.

“We get more reliable fit-up for welding,” 
he explains. “With mechanical coping 
and machining there were issues 
with the ends of the tubes becoming 
distorted, but with tube laser cutting 
you have no distortion – the part is the 
same every time.”

Increasingly, RPC’s customers are 
designing parts for tube laser cutting. 

“They are designing parts with ends 
that mirror what we’re producing,” 
Williams concludes. “More designers 
are realizing what the process is all 
about. They are showing the actual fit 
up of a laser cut part to another tube; 
they are not showing a flush cope 
where it fits line to line. So, tube laser 
cutting is becoming an expectation.”

“The tube laser lets us look at the 

process more objectively and find the 

right solution faster.” 

involved sawing the tube to length, 
setting up a forming die in a press and 
then forming and trimming the ends 
using a sawing operation and working 
in batches. Now, RPC produces 
tubes-to-need and is working toward 
creating a set cut schedule for standard 
parts to further lean its process. Tubes 
are brought in on one end and go out 
the other as a completed, welded part. 
Ninety-five percent of the tubes go 
into a weldment.

“We’ve eliminated a huge amount of 
tooling, reduced production time and 
reduced work in process inventory,” 
says Rick Williams, manufacturing 
process engineer at RPC. “We don’t 
need to have two weeks’ worth of 
product made ahead of time. In some 
cases, we can cut a week’s worth of 
parts in three to four hours.

The tube laser cutting also allows 
RPC to react more quickly. “If we see 
something that needs to change in 

Nate Harnly, engineer, Hearth and Home Technologies
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A new 12-kW, high-power fiber laser 
cutter helps shops make gains in 
efficiency and capability

High-power
productivity
by Abbe Miller, editor-in-chief 



W hitney, a MegaFab 
company, is on a  
mission to make laser 
cutting more flexible  

and efficient. 

For years, fabrication shops cutting 
a variety of materials and heavy 
thicknesses have been burdened with 
multiple machines, costly processes and 
crews of operators. And those without 
in-house capabilities have been at the 
mercy of supplier timelines. 

“Our customers – especially those 
cutting 3/16-in. to 3/4-in. plate – are 
under constant pressure to produce 
parts faster, at a lower cost,” says 
Dale Bartholomew, sales manager at 
Whitney. “We’ve taken it as our personal 
challenge to not just trim pennies 
per part, but to completely transform 
the cost equation with production 
processes that have a smaller footprint 
and more flexibility and require less 
skilled labor.” 

Now, Whitney’s laser development 
program – launched in the early 1990s 
– is bringing the world’s first 12-kW fiber 

Whitney’s PlateLaser family 
has a newly redesigned 
enclosure, which will debut at 
Fabtech 2016 in November.
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laser cutter into production, promising 
cost-effective thick plate cutting at 
speeds up to 330 percent faster than 
6-kW fiber.

On a quest 
The quest for efficiency has been the 
heartbeat of Whitney for decades. In 
the 1970s, the company introduced 
the legendary punch-plasma 
combination machine to shorten cycle 
times on thick parts needing multiple 
processes. Shortly thereafter, the 
Whitney team saw promise in laser 
cutting technology for driving even 
greater efficiency. 

In 1998, Whitney introduced its 6-kW 
CO2 laser technology to the market. 

“When we launched the first 
PlateLaser, our customers were 
suddenly able to take on new kinds 
of thick plate jobs and increase 
throughput,” Bartholomew says.  
“Those early machines are still running 
strong today.”

Mike Copeland of Copelands Inc. 
in Ooltewah, Tenn., was among the 
first to own one of Whitney’s large-

bed 6-kW laser cutters. When it was 
brought on-site, it changed the entire 
playing field. 

“At the time, they were so far ahead of 
everyone – no one else was making 
a laser cutter that large and fast or 
with as many capabilities” he says. 
“It has given us the ability to take on 
a much wider range of jobs than we 
ever imagined, and it has given us a 
competitive edge still today.”

As fiber technology has emerged 
over the past decade, Whitney has 
been applying its deep experience 
with high-power lasers to cut thicker 
plate, at faster speeds and with less 
overhead. In 2013, the company 
introduced its 6-kW fiber PlateLaser.

The productivity leap 
With Whitney’s 12-kW PlateLaser fiber 
option available for order, customers 
running full production on thick parts 
can increase productivity exponentially 
over a 6-kW model. See Figure 1  
for details. 

“For years, cutting thick plate with 
fiber has simply been too slow and 

Figure 1. The Whitney 12-kW 
fiber PlateLaser increases 
cutting productivity with thick 
parts compared to lower power 
models.
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expensive,” Bartholomew explains. 
“Now, for the first time, you can cut 
5/8-in. plate with nitrogen, which 
eliminates expensive processes down 
the line to remove oxidation. And you 
can cut 3/8-in. plate three times faster 
with 12 kW than 6 kW.” 

Whitney’s engineering team looked 
for novel solutions to meet the 
challenge of cutting with 12-kW 
power. For example, they needed 
a cutting head that could manage 
high temperatures, and they found 
a solution inspired by an industry-
proven laser welding head. Like 
all fiber cutting heads, the beam is With Whitney’s 

12-kW option 
available for order, 

customers running 
full production on 

thick parts can 
increase productivity 
exponentially over a 

6-kW model.

delivered directly to the head, which 
keeps maintenance simple compared 
to CO2 cutting heads requiring tedious 
alignment of beam path mirrors.

Historically, cutting thick plate with 
nitrogen was cost-prohibitive because 
of the volume of gas required. The 
team, therefore, considered that a 
priority when designing the new fiber 
laser cutter. 

“We knew we had to address the 
amount of cutting gas required, and 
the result is a proprietary method 
that decreases the amount of gas 
significantly,” Bartholomew says.  

Figure 2. Before 
Whitney released 
its 12-kW fiber 
laser, cutting 
thick plate with 
nitrogen was 
cost-prohibitive 
because of the 
volume of gas 
required.

This method contributes to the 
exponentially lower costs to operate 
12-kW fiber compared to 6-kW fiber 
when you consider nitrogen costs and 
power consumption. For example, with 
3/8-in. carbon steel plate, the gas and 
power cost per 100 in. is $0.92 with  
12 kW, compared to $5.08 with 6 kW.  
(See Figure 2.)

A mind of its own 
Cutting at 12 kW also takes a control 
system with a better brain. So Whitney 
addressed that, as well.

“When cutting at this level, the control 
system has a lot to manage, so we 
built intelligence into the control itself,” 
Bartholomew says. “You can change 
from one material type or thickness 
to another simply by changing the 
reference to our extensive Material 
Parameter Library of cutting 
conditions.”    

Giving the control a “mind of its own” 
means it can adjust on the fly without 
complex program code – including 
automatic changing of power and 
focus. It also means that a shop can 
maintain consistency no matter who is 
operating the machine.
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Whitney, a MegaFab company

Team members at 
Whitney assemble 
one of the lasers the 
company plans to 
showcase at Fabtech 
2016 in Las Vegas.

“Having a library of cutting conditions 
built into the control simplifies 
program code for lead-in steps, 
piercing steps, holes and complex 
cornering geometries,” Bartholomew 
explains. “It also helps maintain 
consistency from programmer to 
programmer, as there are no separate 
parameter databases on separate  
work stations.”  

Whitney has also adapted its Rapid-
Pierce technology to its fiber laser 
cutters. The technology involves fast 
piercing that imparts little heat to the 
workpiece. 

“We developed Rapid-Pierce a number 
of years ago, but it’s still one of the keys 
to laser efficiency,” Bartholomew says. 
“It can save minutes per part, avoid 
the need for operators to hammer 
out small cutouts in thick steel and 
allow immediate cutting after piercing 
without harming cut quality.”

With 12-kW power, the laser cutter 
base and bridge construction are 
particularly important for ensuring 
quality and speed. 

“We’re using a polymer granite base for 
ultimate stability during cutting and 
a high-tech bridge that is strong and 
lightweight to improve acceleration,” 
Bartholomew explains.

Customer appreciation
While innovation has been the driver 
of Whitney’s success over the years, 
customer service is a major factor. 

“Customers appreciate our central 
U.S. manufacturing and service 
location in Rockford, Ill., as we can 
ship replacement parts and dispatch 
technicians quickly for service,” 
Bartholomew concludes. “Whitney has 
been in this business for more than 
a century, and we’ve been successful 
because our customers can count on 
us to always be there when they need 
training, advice or service.”

The fiber PlateLaser is available in three 
sizes, 1.5 m by 3.0 m, 2.0 m by 4.0 m 
and 3.0 m by 6.0 m, and power ranging 
from 2 kW to 12 kW.
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GRADE A ENGRAVING
Application-focused DPSS laser outshines 

industry favorite fiber laser counterpart 
when marking components

by Marin Iliev, R&D manager, RMI Laser



No doubt fiber lasers are the 
most common choice in the 
industry today due to their 
monolithic design, close to 

diffraction limited beam quality, low 
operational cost and large average 
power capabilities. In the engraving 
sector, fiber lasers can achieve depth 
of the mark with ease while delivering 
maintenance-free operation for tens of 
thousands of hours. 

However, the seemingly at-a-
disadvantage diode-pumped solid-
state (DPSS) laser veteran can still 
teach these new fiber lasers something 
about performance. Let’s examine how 
this is even possible.

DPSS vs. fiber
To achieve marking, lasers are often 
pulsed – short bursts of light are 
delivered to the target where they 
are concentrated into a tiny area to 
achieve a change in the structure of 
the material. This could be ablation 
(removal) or some other form, such 
as annealing (formation of oxide layer 
on some metals). A common form to 
achieve pulsing mode is Q-switching. 
Inside the laser resonator, losses are 

modulated and the internal energy 
rapidly rises and falls below the lasing 
threshold. Each time the laser is above 
threshold, it emits a pulse.

So how do the two competitors – 
DPSS and fiber – perform against 
each other? In Q-switched mode, the 
round trip time of a fiber laser is on the 
order of 10 to 20 times longer than its 
DPSS laser counterpart, which leads 
to same ratio longer pulses at the 
output. Longer pulse durations tend to 
overheat the substrate hit by the laser 
beam, as atoms and molecules have 
more time to respond and absorb the 

energy without being ripped apart by 
the electromagnetic wave. The shorter 
the pulse duration, the less likely 
heating is to occur. 

Shorter pulse durations are still 
achievable in fiber laser master 
oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) 
configurations, but the price point of 
these devices can be more than two 
times higher than DPSS systems, and 
effects like self-phase modulation still 

limit the peak power. This is due to the 
fiber laser’s comparatively much longer 
gain medium length, which is on the 
order of meters. 

When using the same pulse  
generating techniques, DPSS lasers  
are more economical to assemble  
than fiber lasers as they don’t need 
special equipment like arc splicers.  
They can also be serviced rather  
than replaced.

The A-10 laser system is capable 
of annealing on curved surfaces 
due to its deep focal depth, which 
allows it to mark on surfaces that 
change as much as 10 mm in height. 
This curved piece of steel shows an 
example of a dark annealing mark.

Longer pulse 
durations tend 

to overheat 
the substrate. 

With shorter 
pulse durations, 

heating is less 
likely to occur.
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Real advantages
To a customer, the real advantage of a 
DPSS laser comes when application-
focused performance is needed. 
Because of their short pulse duration 
(about 10 ns vs. 100 ns for fiber), DPSS 
lasers not only achieve higher peak 
intensities, but seemingly experience 
longer focal depth during marking. 
This means that for a fiber laser, while 

the beam geometrically is intense 
over a certain region around the 
focal plane, the useful region is 
limited because the peak intensity 
across the beam waist reaches levels 
above ablation energy for only ±1 
mm around the focus.  

For DPSS systems, even a beam 
that’s not as tightly focused still has 

enough energy to remove the material 
from the targeted surface. This enables 
marking on a curved surface without 
the need of refocusing, which can be 
expensive and time consuming. 

Refocusing on the fly usually requires 
complicated electronically actuated 
devices, which adds to the cost of 
the laser system as well as introduces 
larger opportunities for failure and 
increases downtime of the system. 
Various companies provide a compact 
monolithic variable focal length 
available in the 1,064-nm and 532-nm 
wavelength spectrum, but it is not 
available for UV laser systems due to 
polymer transparency issues. 

In many circumstances, such 
accessories add size and complexity 
to the marking system and also 
significantly increase the cost due to 
hardware and software development. 
For fiber systems, such an increase 
might be warranted because it is 
impossible to mark consistently on 
variable height surfaces. DPSS systems, 
on the other hand, are able to produce 
such marks over a 10-mm range 
without the need to refocus.

But achieving a high peak power 
is not the only parameter required 
for a quality mark. As mentioned, a 
significant part of the laser’s bill of 
materials is allocated to the beam 
delivery system, such as galvoscanners 
and focusing lenses. In a laser and 
scanhead duo, the source can cost 
sometimes even less than delivery 
optics and shapers. A lot of companies 
in the market choose to integrate 
various fiber lasers from outside 
manufacturers and focus only on 
software, packaging and integration. 
The end result is a laser that performs 
equivalently with every other 
company’s flavor of integration. 

At RMI Laser, a company with deep 
roots in DPSS laser development as 
well as fiber laser integration, the 
focus is on providing the best solution 
for the application at hand. A recent 
project within the company that 
has seen positive responses from 
customers is RMI’s A-10 laser system. 
Built on the company’s U-10 series, 
the laser was originally conceived as 
a dark annealing laser. However, it 
has proven to be extremely versatile 

The A-10 system produces a dark annealing mark without breaking the surface. 
Surface marking metals like steel, titanium and nickel is useful for corrosive 
environments and medical applications where there must not be cavities for 
bacteria to grow in.
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and has spawned a series of product 
redesigns. 

Achieving the beam
As discussed, there are several ways 
to achieve custom beam delivery in 
a system. A highly Gaussian single 
mode laser beam is the design goal 
of every laser engineer. From there, 
a beam shaper can be incorporated 
to change the beam profile of the 
system. However, when designing 
a laser from scratch, there is a much 
more cost-efficient, robust approach. 
This entails achieving the beam 
shaping directly out of the laser 
itself instead of having the beam 
shaper component, meaning it then 
would be delivered via simple optics, 
such as mirrors, to the marking 
plane. When annealing a metal like 

steel or marking on a thin layer 
of painted plastic, the flatter the 
intensity across the spot size, the 
more uniform the result will look. 
To elaborate, it’s helpful to look at 
these marking types separately. 

Dark annealing (as well as color): 
Dark annealing is a process that 
redistributes the surface atoms of 
a metal like steel via heating while 
preserving the surface integrity and 
forming an oxide layer that can be 
easily distinguished by the viewer. 
Such application is highly desired in 
the medical field because surgical 
tools and other equipment can 
remain sterile after the marking 
process. To achieve uniform color 
change without breaking the 
surface integrity, the intensity of  

Chemion plastic is highly 
sensitive to the 1,064-nm laser 
energy and foams badly. The 
A-10 system produces high 
contrast marks without melting 
the plastic, leaving the surface 
perfectly smooth.

Diode-pumped solid-state lasers are economical to 
assemble, don’t need special equipment like arc splicers 

and can also be serviced rather than replaced.
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RMI Laser

the beam needs to be uniform across 
the spot size while high enough 
to create the color change. A fiber 
laser is able to anneal out of focus, 
but the results are inconsistent and 
operator dependent. The A-10 laser 
system is capable of producing dark 
and color marks on steel with ease 
while preserving the commonly used 
techniques of finding the laser focus 
and having great repeatability. 

Uniform beam intensity: This type of 
marking is useful on plastics because 
most of the time a fine control over 
the depth of the mark is required. 
When a beam profile with a Gaussian 
shape hits the soft plastics, the peak of 
the Gaussian beam penetrates much 
deeper than the sides. This can result 
in foaming, poor color change and an 
overall unclear mark. When the flat top 
beam of an A-10 laser hits the surface, 

it varies little and thus can be dialed 
precisely to the right peak intensity 
and repetition rate that induces 
the cleanest possible mark while 
reducing foaming and marking time.

Additionally, the A-10 system can do 
deep marking comparable in time to 
a 20-W fiber module, but on a curved 
surface without the need of a rotary 
chuck. These characteristics make this 
seemingly tired technology lucrative 
for a wide range of applications. 

Overall, the resonator beam 
modification approach has restarted 
the redesign of RMI Laser’s 20-W DPSS 
MOPA counterpart (U-20) where it has 
led to an increased pump efficiency, 
cleaner spatial beam and better 
marking performance. No doubt, the 
DPSS technology can still outperform 
the fiber laser. 

When precision and finely tuned 
performance is needed, the RMI laser 
delivers with specifically tuned systems 
like the A-10. While fiber laser has 
dominated the engraving market and 
has spawned a great deal of integrator 
businesses, the future of niche laser 
systems that RMI Laser specializes in is 
still bright.
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by Paul Lachance, president, Smartware Group Inc.

How CMMS 
consulting guides 
manufacturers through 
unpredictability and 
global changes

Weathering 
challenges



I t’s natural to fear the unexpected. 
In the manufacturing industry in 
particular, unpredictability from 
many sources can incite major 

financial and reputational losses. 

Take Brexit, for example. Changes 
such as the United Kingdom 
leaving the European Union could 
cause unforeseen ripple effects on 
manufacturers worldwide. In light 
of economic instability, funding 
by major investors may be harder 
to come by, and the negotiating 
strength of the European Union may 
cause manufacturers to reduce their 
presence in the United Kingdom. 

The manufacturing industry 
will always have a place in local 
economies (in 2012, the industry 
accounted for 68.9 percent of all R&D 
expenditures by U.S. businesses). 

However, no manufacturer – whether 
vested in oil and gas, infrastructural 
work, food and beverage, or any other 
industry for that matter – is immune 
to the repercussions of unexpected 
events like Brexit. 

While external events can create 
volatility, proper asset management is 
one of the best strategies to generate 
internal stability and offset other 
budgetary and operational variables. 
Maintenance can be expensive, but 
when done correctly, it can actually 
improve the revenue-generating 
capacity of companies. 

Turning to CMMS 
Rather than suffering major downtime, 
broken equipment or similar issues, 
or having to replace assets entirely – 
sophisticated laser cutting equipment 
doesn’t come cheap – fabricators 
and manufacturers can stay on top 
of maintenance needs and prevent 
errors from escalating. In moments 
of economic downturn, top-notch 
maintenance systems are the safety 
net they can fall back on.

In the search for reliable maintenance 
solutions, many companies are 

No manufacturer – whether 
vested in oil and gas, 
infrastructural work, food and 
beverage, or any other industry 
for that matter – is immune 
to the repercussions of 
unexpected events like Brexit.
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turning to cloud-based computerized 
maintenance management systems 
(CMMS) for their preventive and 
predictive maintenance needs. A 
user-friendly CMMS with a native 
mobile app allows fabricators and 
manufacturers to digitize maintenance 
efforts and house all maintenance 
records in one place. Likewise, a 
CMMS can make maintenance more 
efficient and accessible by streamlining 
workflows and positioning maintenance 
as a shared responsibility and mindset. 

Although it’s a start, a well-designed 
CMMS alone isn’t enough. Manufacturers 
should also seek out industry-
experienced CMMS providers with 
senior consulting capabilities to help 
optimize system usage and incorporate 
best practices in an effort to shore up 
processes during a state of flux.

Consulting capabilities 
The only thing that’s predictable is 
that the world is anything but. In 
times of major change, however, 
CMMS professional services offer 
companies the security to minimize 
this guaranteed uncertainty.

From day one, consultants, as the 
service end of CMMS investments, are 
there to help companies implement a 
CMMS with ease and efficiency. While 
some fabricators and manufacturers 
may have limited experience with 
digital solutions and automation 
processes, CMMS consultants can help 
them understand how the technology 
works in action. 

For example, through a series of kick-
off meetings, virtual training sessions 
and planning meetings, consultants 

can serve as a project manager to 
assist a company through its CMMS 
implementation. This leads to faster 
deployment, quicker return on 
investment and greater employee 
adoption rates.

What’s more, when consultants are 
there from the very beginning, they 
have the insight and exposure to 
configure CMMS solutions around 
existing or future processes. In addition 
to basing decisions on industry best 
practices, CMMS consultants can alter 
the maintenance system to match a 
company’s specific needs. Training 
programs are great for teaching 
employees how to use software and 
features, for example, but consulting 
teams can shape this knowledge to 
meet and exceed unique company 
requirements.

It’s important to note that the 
strongest consulting programs are 
those offered directly by a CMMS 
provider. CMMS consulting services 
are armed with the specific software 
knowledge and industry experience 
to provide more targeted guidance. 
These consultants also have ample 

In addition to implementation 
projects, CMMS consulting is 
often employed to apply new 
initiatives – such as a lean or 
total productive maintenance 
strategy – within a CMMS.
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understanding of the CMMS itself, 
which enables them to navigate the 
technology with greater expertise and 
ultimately make more effective  
CMMS implementations.

Over time and in the face of 
unanticipated changes, CMMS 
consultants serve as a consistent 
resource to help fabricators and 
manufacturers update their maintenance 
management capabilities. For instance, 
if an acquisition occurs or an industry 
standard changes based on updated 
legislation, CMMS consultants can step 
in to help manufacturers rework their 
CMMS instance and adapt to these 
changes. And again, consultants are 
available to act as project managers  
to help companies hit deadlines  
as necessary.

Top-notch trademarks 
Most CMMS providers offer some 
sort of training and implementation 
package, but quality professional 
services tend to be overlooked or 
considered irrelevant – whether these 
services are beyond the capabilities 
of the provider or the price point of a 
company. Few CMMS providers have 

dedicated consultants who are capable 
of combining project management, 
training, software modeling and data 
migrations in one fluid plan. These 
consultants stand alone in their 
abilities to support user adoption 
and goal achievement with industry 
experience and insights.

The most beneficial CMMS consultants 
are distinct in two ways. First, they 
are often equipped with experience 
particular to a client’s industry. For 
example, consultants must be fluent 
in the common issues, accountabilities 
and processes affecting a variety of 
maintenance organizations, such as 
those in the metalworking industry. 

This degree of knowledge enables 
them to make educated suggestions 
and serve as a sounding board for 
reinforcing existing processes or 
instituting new ones. Likewise, this 
kind of micro experience helps 
fabricators and manufacturers at the 
granular and macro level to better 
future-proof their maintenance 
program against unforeseen 
changes. What’s more, industry-
specific consultants direct from a 

Through a series of kick-off meetings, virtual training sessions and 
planning meetings, consultants can serve as a project manager to 
assist a company through its CMMS implementation.

CMMS provider are often available 
on a one-on-one basis, which means 
that companies receive undivided 
attention.

Second, these CMMS consultants 
tend to have the know-how to 
recommend a prudent maintenance 
plan with all the right players involved. 
As many companies move toward 

a total productive maintenance 
environment, in which maintenance 
is a responsibility shared by many 
employees, it is important to know 
who should be involved in the 
maintenance process and when. 
A maintenance team can include 
anyone from safety officers to 
supply chain personnel to sales 
teams to the C-suite. 
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Seasoned CMMS consultants are 
better able to judge who comprises 
the right team. Similarly, during 
implementation, these consultants 
understand when key players should 
be brought into the process and 
ensure that all voices are heard. This 
degree of upfront awareness reduces 
adoption issues, helps tailor solutions 
to company needs and assists with 
the development of a flexible, well-
rounded maintenance plan capable of 
handling change.

In many respects, CMMS solutions 
are only as good as the consultants 
available to support them. No matter 
where future changes come from Smartware Group Inc.

CMMS consulting projects 
should typically involve all key 
personnel impacted by the 
business processes managed 
within the CMMS, including 
safety, purchasing, supply 
chain and other departments.

– whether a country’s secession, a 
global shift or something else entirely 
– fabricators and manufacturers 
should turn to highly-qualified CMMS 
consultants to help ensure a solid 
CMMS program is in place to weather 
any potential challenges.
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p:732.995.6072

CUSTOMIZE based on your selection criteria 

DELIVER your message to 
future customers 

TRACK open and click-through rates

http://www.bigfootcmms.com/


THE MONTH
Machine of

Mazak Optonics Corp.’s Versatile 
Compact Laser-Tube 100

The Mazak Optonics VCL-T100 is an affordable tube production laser that
utilizes direct-diode laser technology, which delivers higher efficiency and
reliability than traditional fiber or other solid-state laser generation
systems. This is the first in a series of machines to be engineered and
produced in North America to meet the specific demands of the local market.

Machine Advantages: 

• VCL-T100 has been designed as a cost-effective solution for low- to mid-
volume tube components up to 4 in. round, 3 in. square and standard 
lengths up to 12 ft. (24 ft. optional).

• The machine also cuts flat sheets up to 20 in. by 24 in. and 1/4 in. thick.

• The VCL-T100 utilizes direct-diode laser technology, which is the next 
generation of solid-state laser technology. VCL-T100 includes a fiber 
delivery system and a generator that offers unique advantages, including 
more efficient operation. 

• As a direct-diode laser, the VCL-T100 delivers better performance when 
cutting aluminum compared to other technologies. It also offers enhanced 
modular flexibility over other fiber laser generators.

• The machine is engineered and produced in North America at Mazak’s 
Mfg. Campus in Florence, Ky.
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https://www.mazakoptonics.com/


More Information is 
Just a Click Away!
Techgen Media’s Information for Fabricators is 
Bigger than Shop Floor Lasers

Fabricators have a triple-barreled resource they can 
reach through Shop Floor Lasers, or through our sister 
publications, Welding Productivity and FAB Shop Magazine 
Direct. Together, we cover fabricating topics from different 
angles, each with a different focus, linked to give you more 
depth or a different take on the topics you see in one of 
the three.

Follow the links below to see the latest coverage from our 
magazine group. More information is just a click away, no 
matter where you start:

CLOUD COMPUTING: 
Shifting the ERP burden 

SUCTION SOLUTIONS: 
Reducing material handling times

SAFETY SUCCESS: 
Reducing risk to employees, overhead

FOOD FOR THOUGHT:  
Meeting sanitary finishes

http://www.fsmdirect.com/
http://www.weldingproductivity.com/
http://www.fsmdirect.com/shop-management/training-retention/339-from-warrior-to-working-man-or-woman
http://www.fsmdirect.com/welding/laser-welding/337-snake-like-robot-welds-pipes
http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/weldingproductivity/february2016/index.php#/32
http://www.nxtbook.com/nxtbooks/weldingproductivity/february2016/index.php#/22
http://magazine.fsmdirect.com/2016/aug/d/#page16
http://magazine.fsmdirect.com/2016/aug/d/#page21
http://magazine.weldingproductivity.com/2016/aug/d/#page36
http://magazine.weldingproductivity.com/2016/sept/d/#page60
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